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Realm Platform

What is Realm Platform? 

The Realm Platform is made up of two major components. The Realm Database and the 
Realm Object Server. These two components work in conjunction to automatically 
synchronize data enabling a great deal of use cases ranging from offline apps to complex 
backend integrations.

Want to take a deeper look? Read the Realm Overview White Paper, a comprehensive 
overview that covers core concepts, key use cases, and implementation examples.

Where do I start? 

 

The best way to get started is to try Realm Platform out for yourself! The platform is 
offered as both a hosted cloud or a self-hosted plan. Take a look below to learn how to try 
either option depending on your own requirements. After you have decided, we recommend 
heading over to our Getting Started section for a comprehensive walkthrough of all of the 
basics. 

Sign-up for a free cloud account 

Head over to our cloud page and sign up for a free cloud account which provides a 30-day 
trial experience.

Sign-Up for Self-Hosted Standard Plan trial 

For various reason, you may need to host your own server. To learn about how to install, 
configure, and operate the self-hosted version see this section in the documentation.

https://www2.realm.io/whitepaper/realm-overview-registration
https://docs.realm.io/sync
https://cloud.realm.io/
https://realm.io/trial/self-hosted-standard-plan


Installation

Realm Object Server is a Node application that is distributed via npm. To help get you 
started quickly, we have a few different installation options. If you are already familiar with 
Node and NPM, we suggest using the manual install via npm. If not, we suggest using our 
quick start install via our own curl script.

These instructions detail the base install which is used for getting started and basic testing. 
Once it is time to move into a production environment, you will want to follow our enterprise 
architecture guidelines to support your application at scale.

Supported Operating Systems 

 

We currently support the following operating systems:

macOS 10+
Ubuntu 16.04+
RHEL 6+
CentOS 7+

We plan to add native support for Windows. In the meantime, you can use Docker during 
your development period.

Ports

The Realm Object Server utilizes websocket connections over TCP to synchronize data. 
This means that you will need to make sure your firewall allows TCP communication over 
whichever ports your ROS is configured to use. By default, this is port 9080 for HTTP traffic. 
We recommend securing your server by enabling HTTPs communication which is done over
port 9443.

Quick Start Install

 



This will install a number of items like NVM, Node, NPM at a global level. If you 
have existing installations, they may potentially be upgraded / downgraded. If 
this is an issue, please use our manual install 

The simplest method of installation is by using our install script, which will resolve all 
prerequisites for you:

curl -s https://raw.githubusercontent.com/realm/realm-object-server/master/i

Manual Install

 

Prerequisites 

To get started, please ensure you have Node installed on your machine. Instructions are 
available here and we recommend using NVM.

https://nodejs.org/en/download/package-manager/
https://github.com/creationix/nvm


Ubuntu

macOS

// Ubuntu 16.04 (64 bit; 32-bit is not supported)1
//It is recommended that you install the server as a normal user.2

3
sudo apt-get update4

5
sudo apt-get install build-essential libssl-dev6

7
sudo apt-get install python8

9
curl -o- https://raw.githubusercontent.com/creationix/nvm/v0.33.4/in10

11
// Force current session to know changes or logout and log back in12
source ~/.profile13

14
nvm install --lts15

16
npm install -g node-gyp17

curl -o- https://raw.githubusercontent.com/creationix/nvm/v0.33.4/in1
2

nvm install --lts3
4

npm install -g node-gyp5



RHEL/CentOS

//Install Node.js LTS1
curl --silent --location https://rpm.nodesource.com/setup_8.x | sudo 2
sudo yum -y install nodejs3

4
//To compile and install native addons from npm5
sudo yum install gcc-c++ make6

Install the Server

npm install -g realm-object-server

This will install the server globally which is the easiest way to try it out since it includes a 
CLI. For Linux, if you are installing as root (not recommended), you may need to add 
--unsafe-perm  to the npm install  commands.

Connecting to the Server

 

Connections to the server are made via websockets which communicate (by default) over 
port 9080, so you'll need to be sure to open this port. The port number can be reconfigured 
within your server's index file. The simplest way to test connectivity is by using Realm 
Studio.

Upgrading the Server

 

Upgrading the server is as simple as running an NPM install command within your ROS 
project



#specify specific version after the @1
npm install realm-object-server@latest2

Troubleshooting a failed installation

 

Having issues with your installation? We're here to help. Please contact us via our support 
channel. If possible, include the following information:

Steps that you followed during the installation 
Relevant error messages and/or logs
Versions of NPM and Node
Operating system information

Running on an unsupported OS

 

For users who need to run on Windows for development purposes, Docker can be used 
though we ultimately recommend moving to a Linux environment when ready for 
production.

We have a prebuilt docker image which can be run like so:

docker pull realm/realm-object-server1
##make sure to input your own feature token 2
docker run -it --rm -e SYNC_WORKER_FEATURE_TOKEN="[FEATURE_TOKEN]" realm/r3

To customize your docker deployment (adding special auth, GraphQL, etc), you may see the 
following guide for creating your own Dockerfile.

 

https://support.realm.io/
https://github.com/realm/realm-server-side-samples/tree/master/15-running-ros-with-docker


Going into Production

It is strongly advised that you do not enter production with a single node instance of the 
Realm Object Server. If you are getting ready to deploy your application to production, you 
will want to head over to our enterprise architecture documents. We strongly recommend 
using our cluster deployment that utilizes Kubernetes and Helm for the best experience.

What's next?  Learn how to start the server 

 

Not what you were looking for? Leave Feedback

https://realm3.typeform.com/to/A4guM3


Deploy to Bluemix Cloud Foundry

1. Install the Server

Node.js should be installed on the machine to run the following commands

Trying running with sudo  if you find that you don't have permission

#install the server1
npm install -g realm-object-server2

3
#create a new project 4
ros init realm-object-server-app5

2. Update src/index.ts  file from realm-object-server-
app project with the port number

 

Navigate to the index.ts  file within your newly created realm-object-server-app project. 

(This is created in the directory where you executed ros init ) .

import { BasicServer } from 'realm-object-server'1
import * as path from 'path'2

3
const server = new BasicServer()4

5
server.start({6
        // This is the location where ROS will store its runtime data7
        dataPath: path.join(__dirname, '../data')8

9
        // The address on which to listen for connections10
        // Default: 0.0.0.011
        // address?: string12



13
        // The port on which to listen for connections14
        // Default: 908015
        // port?: number = 908016
        port : process.env.PORT,17

18
        //... 19

20
    })21
    .then(() => {22
        console.log(`Your server is started `, server.address)23
    })24
    .catch(err => {25
        console.error(`There was an error starting your file`)26
    })27

3. Create manifest.yml  file to deploy realm-object-
server-app on Bluemix Node.js runtime/build-pack

 

The following excerpt is from a sample manifest.yml:

---1
applications:2
- name: samplenodejsapp3
  random-route: true4
  memory: 1024M5
  host: samplenodejsapp6
  domain: mydomain.us-west.mybluemix.net7

4. Add dependency for node-pre-gyp package in 
package.json 

 

Edit your package.json  to include the following:



package.json

"scripts": {1
    "build": "rm -rf dist; ./node_modules/.bin/tsc",2
    "clean": "rm -rf dist",3
    "start": "npm run build && node dist/index.js"4
},5
"devDependencies": {6
    "typescript":"2.5.3"7
},8
"dependencies": {9
    "node-pre-gyp":"*",10
    "realm-object-server":"^2.2.0"11
}12

5. Deploy application on Bluemix

 

Use the Eclipse tool or CF CLI tool:

Sample URL: http://samplenodejsapp.kpsj001.us-west.mybluemix.net/ 

Additional Reference Links

 

Deploy a sample Node.js application on Bluemix
Sample manifest.yml 

Not what you were looking for? Leave Feedback

https://www.ibm.com/developerworks/cloud/library/cl-bluemix-fundamentals-create-and-deploy-a-node-app-to-the-cloud/index.html
https://github.com/cloudfoundry-samples/cf-sample-app-nodejs/blob/master/manifest.yml
https://realm3.typeform.com/to/A4guM3


Running the Server

Running the Server

Realm Object Server is a Node package which requires a Node project to run within. To 
make it easy to get going, the installation includes a command-line interface to bootstrap a 
project for you!

Create a new ROS project instance:

ros init my-app

This creates a Typescript-based Node project for you. Later on you can explore customizing 
it but for now simply start the server with defaults by:

If you have trouble running a ros  command it may be due to your version of 

NVM . Try running nvm use 8  in your terminal.

1) Add your feature token:

Starting with Realm Object Server 3.5.0, a feature token is required to run the 
server. You can get your own feature token here.

From inside of your project folder, you'll need to open the index file which can be found at 
src/index.ts You'll need to paste in your feature token as shown below:

import { BasicServer, FileConsoleLogger } from 'realm-object-server'1
import * as path from 'path'2

https://realm.io/trial/self-hosted-standard-plan/


3
const server = new BasicServer()4

5
server.start({6
        // ..7
        featureToken: '<INSERT YOUR FEATURE TOKEN HERE>',8
        //....9
    })10

2) Start the server

cd my-app/1
npm start2

That’s it! You now have a functioning Realm Object Server running locally on port 9080! The
server is tied to your terminal window for now and can be stopped by pressing Ctrl-C.

Click here for more information on the command-line interface for ROS.

Running ROS in the Background

 

Once you are ready to go into production, you will want to daemonize your application 
project so that it runs in the background and automatically on server startup. We 
recommend using pm2 to maintain instances of Realm Object Server in production. PM2 is 
a battle tested process manager that allows your applications to stay alive forever and 
helps with mission critical administration during downtime.

Install PM2

You can install pm2 in your machine using npm with:

https://github.com/Unitech/pm2


JavaScript

npm install pm2 -g

Start ROS

pm2 start path/to/myserver/src/index.js

Now your ROS instance is daemonized, monitored and kept alive forever.

You can supply a name to your started instance with the --name  option:

pm2 start path/to/myserver/src/index.js --name my-ros



TypeScript

If you’re interested in starting the TypeScript source you’ll need to have pm2 install 
TypeScript via:

pm2 install typescript

You will only have to run the install once.

Then run.

pm2 start my-ros/src/index.ts

You can supply a name to your started instance with the --name  option:

pm2 start my-ros/src/index.ts --name my-ros

Stop ROS

pm2 stop my-ros

Restart ROS

pm2 restart my-ros



Delete ROS

When you are no longer interested in registering a daemonized and monitored instance you 
can use delete :

pm2 delete my-ros

What's next - Install Realm Studio

 

Not what you were looking for? Leave Feedback

https://realm3.typeform.com/to/A4guM3


Customize

Realm Object Server 2.x and later is also a fully featured web framework! Adding 
functionality is simple, modular, and service oriented. A ROS custom service is just a class 
that you can add to a Server instance. This section covers a number of the various 
customizations that are possible.

Where to get started?

 

Learn about authentication 
Write your own middleware 
Take a look at some example code 

Not what you were looking for? Leave Feedback

https://docs.realm.io/platform/v/3.x/self-hosted/customize/authentication
https://github.com/realm/realm-object-server/tree/master/samples
https://realm3.typeform.com/to/A4guM3


Authentication



Username/Password

Realm Object Server provides a built-in username and password authentication provider. 
This is great to quickly get started with but isn’t designed to be a full-featured 
authentication system (such as providing email capabilities).

When you start Realm Object Server via:

ros start

The username/password provider is included and a default admin is created with the 
following credentials:

username = 'realm-admin'1
password = '' // Empty string2

To customize the username/password provider, create a ROS project via ros init : (then 

start the server with npm start  to use the custom configuration)

src/index.ts

import { auth, BasicServer, FileConsoleLogger } from 'realm-object-server'1
import * as path from 'path'2

3
const server = new BasicServer()4

5
// Customize username/password provider6
let usernamePasswordProvider = new auth.PasswordAuthProvider({7
    autoCreateAdminUser: true,8
    saltLength: 32,9
    iterations: 10000,10
    keyLength: 512,11
    digest: "sha512"12
});13

14
server.start({15



  // Other options...16
  authProviders: [ usernamePasswordProvider ],17
}).catch((err) => {18
  console.error("There was an error starting your custom ROS Server", err)19
});20

Not what you were looking for? Leave Feedback

https://realm3.typeform.com/to/A4guM3


Password Reset and Email Confirmation

It is possible for users of the Username/Password authentication provider to ask for email 
confirmation or a password reset. To do this, the clients will make an API call to the Realm 
Object Server in order to generate a token that will be used to complete the flow (password 
reset or email confirmation), this token is sent by email from the Realm Object Server.

Configuring Realm Object Server to send emails

 

Sending a confirmation email or password reset email only applies to the Password 
Provider, we need to configure this provider so it can send emails by adding an 
emailHandlerConfig  option.

emailHandlerConfig

It's an object that contains the configuration options for the built-in email handler. It allows 
you to configure some basic properties, such as sender email, smtp, or an email template.

We're going to edit the my-app/src/index.ts  configuration of our project 

(generated previously by ros init my-app )

SMTP parameters

src/index.ts

server.start({1
  // Other options...2
    authProviders: [new auth.PasswordAuthProvider({3
        emailHandlerConfig: {4
            baseUrl: 'https://example.com', // Used to replace %BASE_URL% 5
            connectionString: 'smtp://smtp_username:smtp_password@smtp.exa6
            from: 'foo@bar.com'7
        }8

https://docs.realm.io/platform/~/edit/drafts/-LAsnHmaA1RnER9TsPEx/v/3.x/self-hosted/customize/authentication/username-password
https://docs.realm.io/platform/self-hosted/running-the-server


    })],9

The built-in email handler uses nodemailer to send out emails.

connectionString

The connection url to configure the nodemailer transporter.

from

The email address of the sender. All email addresses can be plain sender@server.com  or 

formatted "Sender Name" sender@server.com .

Customizing the email templates

Realm Object Server provides a default email template for both password reset and email 
confirmation operations, if you wish to customize one or both of them, you can do so by 
setting the following optionals variables: resetActionConfig  and/or 

confirmActionConfig,  both take the same arguments:

subject

The subject of the email that will be sent.

textTemplate

The template for the text version of the email. It may contain placeholders, such as 
%TOKEN%  or %IP% .

htmlTemplate

The template for the html version of the email. It may contain placeholders, such as 
%TOKEN%  or %IP%

https://nodemailer.com/
https://nodemailer.com/smtp/


%TOKEN%  %BASE_URL% and %IP%  are placeholders that will be replaced by the 

actual values before sending the email by the Realm Object Server.

Here's an example that customizes the password reset email, but keeps the default for 
email confirmation:

authProviders: [new auth.PasswordAuthProvider({1
     emailHandlerConfig: {2
        connectionString: 'smtp://smtp_username:smtp_password@smtp.example3
        from: 'foo@bar.com',4
        resetActionConfig: {5
            subject: 'Forgot your password?',6
            textTemplate: `Please use this link below to reset your passwo7
                          %BASE_URL%/reset-password?token=%TOKEN%`,8
            htmlTemplate: `<html>9
            <body>10
                 <h3>Did you forget your password?</h3>11
                 <a href="%BASE_URL%/reset-password?token=%TOKEN%">Reset y12
            </body>13
          </html>`14
        },15
      } 16
    })],17

Deep linking

By default Realm Object Server will send an email that will redirect to 
https://ros-url/some-page?token=%TOKEN%  where a generic UI will be shown to 

complete the password reset. However, it's possible to customize this URL, e.g. change it to 
myapp://update-account/%TOKEN%  to allow the client application to handle it itself (using 

deep linking) . It's the developer's responsibility to extract the token, then complete the 
password reset or email confirmation flow within the application. This can be achieved by 
overriding the default value of baseUrl .

baseUrl (optional):

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mobile_deep_linking


Define the %BASE_URL%  that will be used inside the email template. 

Example, with the following configuration :

emailHandlerConfig: {1
        connectionString: 'smtp://smtp_username:smtp_password@smtp.example2
        from: 'foo@bar.com',3
        baseUrl: 'myapp://update-account/'4
}5

You'll get these links generated inside the emails:

Reset password

myapp://update-account/reset-password?token=005f77885fd1f45bf69fb72d7a82374d

Email confirmation

myapp://update-account/confirm-email?token=b21bf2cda3e5245cfc27235248718e129



Custom Authentication

Chances are you’d like to integrate your own authentication mechanism to identify your 
users. Realm Object Server supports authenticating users using a custom auth subclass. 
Let’s imagine that you have a custom REST endpoint to authenticate your company’s 
custom logic and it looks like this:

POST http://mycompany.com/auth1
{2
  "departmentId": "1234abc",3
  "email" "joe@mycompany.com"4
  "pin": 12345
}6

And say it returns to you a 200 success response like:

HTTP Response 2001
{2
  "companyUserId": "987abc",3
  "profileInfo":  {4
    "firstName": "Joe",5
    "lastName": "Budden",6
    "level": "Director"7
  }8
}9

In NodeJS we can use superagent a popular library to make HTTP JSON Requests to this 
endpoint.

import { post } from 'superagent'1
2

post('http://mycompany.com/auth')3
    .send({4
      "departmentId": "1234abc",5
      "email": "joe@mycompany.com",6
      "pin": body.pin7
    })8

https://github.com/visionmedia/superagent


    .then(successJSON => {9
10

    })11
    .catch(err => {12

13
    })14

With ROS we can wrap this entire flow into a custom AuthProvider

1. In your index.ts  file import and extend the AuthProvider  class. You will also need 

the errors  namespace 

import { BasicServer, auth, User, errors } from 'realm-object-server'1
2

class MyCustomAuthProvider extends auth.AuthProvider {3
4

  name = "mycustomauthprovider"5
6

  authenticateOrCreateUser(body: any): Promise<User> {7
    // body is the incoming JSON body from a Realm client request8
  }9
}10

1. Wrap the superagent  post JSON call within the authenticateOrCreateUser  . Use 

this to post to your end point. 

import { BasicServer, AuthProvider, User, errors } from 'realm-object-serv1
import { post } from 'superagent'2

3
class MyCustomAuthProvider extends auth.AuthProvider {4

5
  name = "mycustomauthprovider"6

7
  authenticateOrCreateUser(body: any): Promise<User> {8
    const departmentId: string = body.departmentId;9
    const email: string = body.email10
    const pin: string = body.pin11
    return post('http://mycompany.com/auth')12
      .send({13
        "departmentId": "1234abc",14
        "email": body.email,15



        "pin": body.pin16
      }).then(successResponse => {17
        return this.service.createOrUpdateUser(18
          successResponse.body.companyUserId,19
          this.name, // this is the name of the provider,20
          false, // this is if the user should or should not be an admin21
          successResponse.body.profileInfo22
        )23
      })24
  }25
}26

1. Make sure to handle errors

In the event that the custom authentication fails, maybe due to bad credentials or some 
other reason, then make sure to reject the invalid credentials error.

In the catch block, return an error with a detail like so:

import { BasicServer, auth, User, errors } from 'realm-object-server'1
import { post } from 'superagent'2

3
class MyCustomAuthProvider extends auth.AuthProvider {4

5
  name = "mycustomauthprovider"6

7
  authenticateOrCreateUser(body: any): Promise<any> {8
    // body is the incoming JSON body from a Realm client request9

10
    // Here we make a very simple call 11
    return post('http://mycompany.com/auth')12
      .send({13
        "departmentId": "1234abc",14
        "email": body.email,15
        "pin": body.pin16
      })17
      .then((successResponseJSON) => { 18
        return this.service.createOrUpdateUser(19
          successResponseJSON.body.companyUserId20
          this.name, // this is the name of the provider,21
          false, // this is if the user should or should not be an admin22
          successResponseJSON.profileInfo23
        )24
      })25
      .catch(err => {26



Javascript

        return errors.realm.InvalidCredentials({27
            detail: `Oh! No your information was wrong`28
        })29
      })30
  }31
}32

1. Add the custom auth provider to the server instance

server.start({1
  // This is the location where ROS will store its runtime data2
  authProviders: [ new MyCustomAuthProvider() ]3
})4

1. Try out your authentication with a client login

In Realm-JS you can call your custom authentication handler with the 
Realm.Sync.User.registerWithProvider 

import * as Realm from 'realm'1
2

return Realm3
  .Sync4
  .User5
  .registerWithProvider(`http://localhost:9080`, 6
    { provider: 'mycustomauthprovider', providerToken: null, userInf7
      "email": "joe@mycompany.com",8
      "pin", 12349
    }})10



Realm Studio

While attempting to login via Realm Studio, select the "Other" tab and login with a 
request body like:

{1
    "provider": "mycustomauthprovider",2
    "userInfo": {3
        "email": "joe@mycompany.com",4
        "pin": 12345
        }6
}7

Specifying a custom userId 

 

In the event you want to specify your own custom userId instead of the automatically 
generated userId, then you can add the final optional parameter to set the userId to your 
liking. Note only userIds with characters of alpha-numeric (0-9, A-Z, a-z), “_”, and “-“ are 
allowed.

this.service.createOrUpdateUser(1
  successResponseJSON.companyUserId2
  this.name, // this is the name of the provider,3
  false // this is if the user should or should not be an admin4
  successResponseJSON.profileInfo,5
+  "MYCUSTOMUSERID123"6
)7

Upon login in your client SDKs, your Realm.Sync.User  or SyncUser  identity will be 

MYCUSTOMUSERID123 .

Not what you were looking for? Leave Feedback

https://realm3.typeform.com/to/A4guM3


JWT Custom Authentication

JWT Custom Authentication 

The JSON Web Token provider allows you to integrate with an existing authentication 
system. It requires that you modify the authentication server to expose a flow that produces 
signed JSON Web Tokens that your app then transmits to the Realm Object Server for 
verification.

Issuing JWTs

The only prerequisite is that your authentication server can issue RS256 signed JSON Web 
Tokens that contain a payload with a userId  field that represents a unique user identifier - 

this will be the Id of the user in Realm Object Server. If you already have that in place, you 
can skip to the enabling the JWT provider section.

Generating RS256 key

To generate an RS256 key, you can use the following snippet:

openssl genrsa -des3 -out private.pem 40961
// Enter and confirm password when prompted2
openssl rsa -in private.pem -outform PEM -pubout -out public.pem3

The private.pem  is the private key you'll use to sign the tokens, and public.pem  is the 

public key you'll supply to Realm Object Server to verify them.

Issuing tokens

There are a variety of libraries that support generating and signing custom tokens. The 
code sample will use auth0's node-jsonwebtoken, but it can easily be translated to a 
language of choice. For a complete list, check out jwt.io.

To issue a custom token, add jsonwebtoken  to your project by running 

npm install jsonwebtoken . Then copy private.pem  generated in the previous step to a 

https://github.com/auth0/node-jsonwebtoken
https://jwt.io/


well known location and execute the following js code:

const jwt = require('jsonwebtoken');1
const fs = require('fs');2
const key = fs.readFileSync('private.pem');3

4
const payload = {5
  userId: '123',6
  isAdmin: true // optional7
  // other properties (ignored by Realm Object Server)8
};9

10
const token = jwt.sign(payload, { key:  key, passphrase: 'your-passphrase'11
// Send token to your client app12

The isAdmin  field in the payload is optional and if it is set to true , Realm Object Server 

will authenticate the user as admin user. If not set or set to false , the user will be a 

regular user. You can add additional properties in the payload but they'll be ignored by 
Realm Object Server.

Enabling the JWT provider

 

Let's assume we have a publicKey that looks like:

key.pub

-----BEGIN PUBLIC KEY-----1
MIICIjANBgkqhki...2
-----END PUBLIC KEY-----3

To include and customize the JWT provider, create a Realm Object Server project via 
ros init :

const RealmObjectServer = require('realm-object-server');1



const path = require('path');2
const auth = RealmObjectServer.auth;3

4
const server = new RealmObjectServer.BasicServer();5

6
// Add your public key from "Generating RS256 key" section7
let jwtProvider = new auth.JwtAuthProvider(8
  {9
    publicKey: '-----BEGIN PUBLIC KEY-----\nMIICIjANBgkqhki...\n-----END P10
  }11
)12

13
server.start({14
    dataPath: path.join(__dirname, '../data'),15
    authProviders: [ jwtProvider ],16
}).catch((err) => {17
    console.error("There was an error starting your custom Realm Object Se18
});19

It is safest to copy and paste your public key into the index file. Use \n  to 

preserve newlines within your token.

Not what you were looking for? Leave Feedback

https://realm3.typeform.com/to/A4guM3


Nickname Authentication

The Nickname provider allows you to authenticate users just by their nickname without 
requiring passwords or other identifying information. This is useful when prototyping 
collaborative features for your app without worrying about the actual login flow until later in
the development lifecycle.

The Nickname provider is not secure and should never be enabled in production 
deployments. It's meant to only be used during development.

By default the Nickname provider is enabled when creating a project via ros init .

Disable Nickname Authentication

 

When creating a ROS project via ros init  the index  file that starts the server utilizes 

the BasicServer  class. This wrapper provides default values, including enabling the 

NicknameAuthProvider  . Once you are ready to go into production, you should disable the 

NicknameAuthProvider  by removing it from the provider list:

const RealmObjectServer = require('realm-object-server');1
const path = require('path');2

3
const server = new RealmObjectServer.BasicServer();4

5
// Create the necessary authentication providers needed6
const passwordProvider = new PasswordAuthProvider({ autoCreateAdminUser: t7

8
server.start({9
    dataPath: path.join(__dirname, '../data'),10

11
    // Set the providers manually to override defaults12
    authProviders: [ passwordProvider ],13
});14

 



Enable Nickname Authentication

While included by default, if you need to include the NicknameAuthProvider  manually, edit 

your ROS index  file to pass in the NicknameAuthProvider  with the server configuration:

const RealmObjectServer = require('realm-object-server');1
const path = require('path');2
const server = new RealmObjectServer.BasicServer();3

4
const nicknameProvider = new RealmObjectServer.auth.NicknameAuthProvider()5

6
server.start({7
    dataPath: path.join(__dirname, '../data'),8
    authProviders: [ nicknameProvider ],9
});10

Not what you were looking for? Leave Feedback

https://realm3.typeform.com/to/A4guM3


Anonymous Authentication

Sometimes it's useful to create a synchronized Realm for a user without prompting them 
for credentials - e.g. in an e-commerce application where any disruption leads to user churn. 
For such cases, the Realm Object Server exposes an anonymous provider that requires no 
payload and creates a new user for every request (which means that you must use the built-
in client-side user caching to avoid resetting the app state on every launch).

By default the AnonymousAuthProvider  is enabled when creating a project via ros init .

Disable Anonymous Authentication

 

When creating a ROS project via ros init  the index  file that starts the server utilizes 

the BasicServer  class. This wrapper provides default values, including enabling the 

AnonymousAuthProvider . To disable, you can set the authentication providers manually 

with, including only the ones needed:

const RealmObjectServer = require('realm-object-server');1
const path = require('path');2

3
const server = new RealmObjectServer.BasicServer();4

5
// Create the necessary authentication providers needed6
const passwordProvider = new PasswordAuthProvider({ autoCreateAdminUser: t7

8
server.start({9
    dataPath: path.join(__dirname, '../data'),10

11
    // Set the providers manually to override defaults12
    authProviders: [ passwordProvider ],13
});14

Enable Anonymous Authentication

 



While included by default, if you need to include the AnonymousAuthProvider  manually, 

edit your ROS index  file to pass in the AnonymousAuthProvider  with the server 

configuration:

const RealmObjectServer = require('realm-object-server');1
const path = require('path');2

3
const server = new RealmObjectServer.BasicServer();4

5
const anonymousProvider = new RealmObjectServer.auth.AnonymousAuthProvider6

7
server.start({8
    dataPath: path.join(__dirname, '../data'),9
    authProviders: [ anonymousProvider ],10
});11

Not what you were looking for? Leave Feedback
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Included Third-party Auth Providers



Azure Authentication

The Realm Object Server package includes a pre-built provider for Azure Active Directory. 
Clients authenticate through Azure SDK/API and sends the access token to ROS. This 
provider handles validating the JWT access token and then authenticating in Realm.

To include or customize the Azure provider, create a ROS project via ros init :

import { AzureAuthProvider } from '../node_modules/realm-object-server/dis1
2

const RealmObjectServer = require('realm-object-server');3
const path = require('path');4

5
const server = new RealmObjectServer.BasicServer();6

7
// Add your Directory ID from the Azure Portal (under "Properties")8
let azureProvider = new AzureAuthProvider(9
  {10
    tenant_id: '81560d038272f7ffae5724220b9e9ea75d6e3f18'11
  }12
)13

14
server.start({15
    dataPath: path.join(__dirname, '../data'),16
    authProviders: [ azureProvider ],17
}).catch((err) => {18
    console.error("There was an error starting your custom ROS Server", er19
});20

Not what you were looking for? Leave Feedback
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CloudKit Authentication

Generating an access key with the CloudKit Dashboard

You will need to create a public key for the Realm Object Server to access CloudKit. The 
steps are slightly different for Linux and macOS.

Note that iCloud client support is only available on Apple platforms: iOS, macOS, 
tvOS, and watchOS.

1. Open a terminal and cd  to the Realm Object Server directory.

2. Generate a private key: 
openssl ecparam -name prime256v1 -genkey -noout -out cloudkit_eckey.pem  

3. Generate a public key to be submitted to the CloudKit Dashboard: 
openssl ec -in cloudkit_eckey.pem -pubout 

4. Generate a private key:
openssl ecparam -name prime256v1 -genkey -noout -out cloudkit_eckey.pem 

5. Generate a public key to be submitted to the CloudKit Dashboard:
openssl ec -in cloudkit_eckey.pem -pubout 

Log in to Apple’s CloudKit Dashboard and select your application. In the left-hand side of 
the dashboard, select “API Access”, then select “Server-to-Server Keys”. Select “Add Server-
to-Server Key”. Give the new key a name and paste in the public key generated above. Click 
“Save.” After a few seconds, a key will be generated and displayed in the “Key ID” section at 
the top of the page.

Security note: Create a new private key for each application you plan on using with Realm 
CloudKit authentication. Reusing private keys can compromise all Realms using the shared 
key if the private key itself becomes compromised or needs to be revoked.

To include or customize the CloudKit provider, create a ROS project via ros init :

https://icloud.developer.apple.com/dashboard


const RealmObjectServer = require('realm-object-server');1
const path = require('path');2

3
const server = new RealmObjectServer.BasicServer();4

5
// Add the Key ID, private key path, container ID and environment informat6
const cloudKitProvider = new RealmObjectServer.auth.CloudkitAuthProvider({7
    container: 'iCloud.io.realm.exampleApp.ios',8
    // For production deployment on the App Store, you must specify 'produ9
    environment: 'development',10
    keyId: '0123456789abcdef0123456789abcdef0123456789abcdef0123456789abcd11
    privateKeyPath:  'cloudkit_eckey.pem'12
});13

14
server.start({15
    dataPath: path.join(__dirname, '../data'),16
    authProviders: [ cloudKitProvider ],17
}).catch((err) => {18
    console.error("There was an error starting your custom ROS Server", er19
});20

Please ensure the path to the privateKeyPath  is correct. If you followed the steps above, 

on Linux the path will be cloudkit_eckey.pem .

Not what you were looking for? Leave Feedback
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Facebook Authentication

The Realm Object Server package includes a pre-built provider for Facebook. Clients 
authenticate through Facebook SDK/API and sends the access token to ROS. This provider 
handles validating the access token with Facebook’s API, and then authenticating in Realm.

To include the Facebook provider, create a ROS project via ros init :

import { auth } from 'realm-object-server';1
2

const facebookProvider = new auth.FacebookAuthProvider()3
4

const RealmObjectServer = require('realm-object-server');5
const path = require('path');6

7
const server = new RealmObjectServer.BasicServer();8

9
server.start({10
    dataPath: path.join(__dirname, '../data'),11
    authProviders: [ facebookProvider ],12
}).catch((err) => {13
    console.error("There was an error starting your custom ROS Server", er14
});15

Not what you were looking for? Leave Feedback

https://www.getfeedback.com/r/uO1Zl0vE


Google Authentication

The Realm Object Server package includes a pre-built provider for Google. Clients 
authenticate through Google SDK/API and sends the access token to ROS. This provider 
handles validating the access token with Google’s API, and then authenticating in Realm. To
setup, you must obtain a client Id described in this guide: 
https://developers.google.com/identity/protocols/OAuth2InstalledApp

To include the Google provider, create a ROS project via ros init :

const RealmObjectServer = require('realm-object-server');1
const path = require('path');2

3
const server = new RealmObjectServer.BasicServer();4
const googleProvider = new RealmObjectServer.auth.GoogleAuthProvider({5
    clientId: '012345678901-abcdefghijklmnopqrstvuvwxyz01234.apps.googleus6
});7

8
server.start({9
    dataPath: path.join(__dirname, '../data'),10
    authProviders: [ googleProvider ],11
}).catch((err) => {12
    console.error("There was an error starting your custom ROS Server", er13
});14

Not what you were looking for? Leave Feedback

https://developers.google.com/identity/protocols/OAuth2InstalledApp
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Working with Realms on the Server

This section will walk you through the basics of working with Realms on the Server. The 
majority of these examples require you to edit the index.ts  file which is created after 

running a ros init . For more details, see running the server.

Not what you were looking for? Leave Feedback
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Opening up a Realm

Getting Started

If you ever need to open up a realm in your index.ts  file, you can easily request the server 

instance with a call to server.openRealm 

server.openRealm('/products')1
  .then(realm => {2
    console.log('My products realm!', realm)3
  })4

A schema is not required to open up a realm. However if you’d like to get a realm with 
specific schemas. Then you can run:

const ProductSchema: Realm.ObjectSchema = {1
  name: 'Product',2
  primaryKey: 'productId',3
  properties: {4
    productId: 'int',5
    name: 'string',6
    price: 'float'7
  }8
}9

10
const CompanySchema: Realm.ObjectSchema = {11
  name: 'Company',12
  primaryKey: 'companyId',13
  properties: {14
    companyId: 'int',15
    name: 'string',16
    address: 'string'17
  }18
}19

20
server.openRealm('/products', [ProductSchema, CompanySchema])21
  .then(realm => {22
    console.log('My products realm!', realm)23
  })24



The realm is always opened up with admin privileges.

Opening Realms Asynchronously

 

In general, work done with synchronized realms will match that of its non-synchronized 
counterparts. However, there are a few noteworthy caveats. If a user only has read-only 
access to a Realm, it must be obtained with Realm.openAsync . When this function is 

called, the data is fetched from the local sync-ed realm as well as any new data from the 
server since the last synchronization with your local copy. To reiterate, this is only the case 
if a user does not have write access to the synchronized realm in question.

Permission Denied Errors

The reason why you get a "permission denied"  error if you attempt to open a read-only 

synced Realm synchronously is that upon initialization a local Realm file will be created. 
Then immediately, write operations are performed to write the Realm's schema (i.e. create 
db tables, columns, and metadata). However, since the user does not have write access to 
the Realm, the Realm Object Server (ROS) rejects the changes and triggers your global error 
handler notifying you that an illegal attempt to modify the file was made by your user.

The reason why this doesn't happen with openAsync  is that it's an asynchronous 

operation and therefore doesn't need to give you a valid Realm immediately, so it doesn't 
need to "bootstrap" it by writing the schema to it. Instead, it requests the latest state of the 
Realm from ROS and vends it back to you once it's fully available in its latest state at the 
point in time at which the call was started.

If the local copy of the Realm already has its schema initialized (i.e. after a successful 
openAsync  call) and the in-memory schema defined by either the default schema or the 

custom object types specified in Realm.Configuration  hasn't changed, then no schema 

will be attempted to be written to the file.

This means that any time after a successful openAsync  call, the Realm could be accessed 

synchronously without going through openAsync  . However, you may not have the most 

up to date data from the ROS.



Not what you were looking for? Leave Feedback
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Ensuring a Realm Exists

If you want to make sure a Realm exists (for example, if you want to apply permissions to 
it), you can do so by calling

server.ensureRealmExists('/my-realm')1
  .then(result => {2
    // The Realm file exists and is empty, you can now apply permissions t3
  });4

If you want to create the Realm file in a user’s directory, for example as part of a 
bootstrapping logic upon user creation, you can pass an optional second argument that is 
the Realm owner’s Id:

const ownerId = 'some-user-id';1
// When ownerId is passed, you can use ~ in the url2
server.ensureRealmExists('/~/my-realm', ownerId)3
  .then(result => {4
    // The Realm file has been created and the user has admin privileges t5
  });6

If you don’t specify ownerId , then the Realm will still be created in the user’s directory but 

they won’t have permissions to access it. This can be useful, for example, when you want to
bootstrap a readonly per-user Realm, in which case, you’ll need to call 
server.applyPermissions  before the user can access the Realm.

Not what you were looking for? Leave Feedback
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Changing Permissions of a Server Realm

If you need to grant or revoke access to a synced realm, you can do that by calling 
server.applyPermissions . This can be used for bootstrapping a server without relying on 

an external service to set the correct permissions of global Realm files. To be able to 
change the permissions of the file, it must exist.

server.applyPermissions({ userId: '*' }, '/my-shared-realm', 'read')1
  .then(result => {2
    console.log('Permissions applied. Affected users: ' + result.affectedU3
  });4

Permissions can be applied to global realm ( /my-realm ) or to user-owned realms (

/some-user-id/my-realm ). They can be applied either by user id, in which case *  means 

all users, including users created later, or by metadata key/value pair. The supported access 
levels are none , read , write , and admin .

Not what you were looking for? Leave Feedback
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Writing to a Server Realm

After a Realm has been opened, writing to it is as simple as:

const realm = server.openRealm('/products', [ProductSchema])1
realm.write(() => {2
    let product = realm.create('product', {3
        productId: 1,4
        name: 'widget',5
        price: 9.99 6
    });7
})8

If you're looking for some code to get started, the following javascript performs a basic 
username/password login to the Realm Object Server and then writes to a Realm.

const BasicServer = require('realm-object-server').BasicServer1
2

//Params to edit3
var username = 'mycoolusername'; 4
var password = 'password';5

6
//set the Schema of your object to be stored in ROS -- depends on Kafka me7
const ProductSchema = {8
    name: 'Product',9
    primaryKey: 'productId',10
    properties: {11
      productId: 'int',12
      name: 'string',13
      price: 'float'14
    }15
}16
const server = new BasicServer()17
server.start({18
    // This is the location where ROS will store its runtime data19
    dataPath: path.join(__dirname, '../data')20
}).then(() =>{21
    // server.address will have the host and port. We can use this to cons22
    return await Realm.Sync.User.login(`http://${server.address}`, usernam23
})24
.then(user => {25
     return server.openRealm('/products', [ProductSchema])26



})27
.then(realm => {28
    realm.write(() => {29
        let newProduct = realm.create('Product', {30
            productId: 1,31
            name: 'widget',32
            price: 9.9933
        });34
    })35
})36
.catch(error => {37
    console.log('ROS Error' + error);38
});39

Not what you were looking for? Leave Feedback
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Deleting Realms

As you're developing with the Realm Platform, there may be times when you want to 
completely remove a Realm database from your Realm Object Server. This is very easy to 
do. All it takes is a simple REST call.

Warning about Deleting Realms

 

You should never delete a realm while your app is in Production. Deleting a 
realm is a great way to clean up data while you learn and develop with Realm, 
but before deleting a realm from ROS, make sure that all clients (iOS, Android, 
Node etc.) have already deleted the database, or the entire app, locally. If this is 
not done, the client will try to upload their copy of the database - which might 
have been replaced in the meantime.

Deleting a Realm with Server Side Code

 

If you've created a server side app with ros init  you can edit the server.ts  file with 

the following code. Realm Object Server comes with a dependency called superagent  that 

allows you to make easy http requests.

This example code will attempt to delete the realm /abc/products 

import RealmObjectServer = from 'realm-object-server'1
import * as path from 'path'2
import * as superagent from 'superagent'3

4
const server = new RealmObjectServer.BasicServer()5

6
const realmPath = `/8ec309f8cdbc42e8583d427f0ef91f81/products`7

8



server.start({9
        // This is the location where ROS will store its runtime data10
        dataPath: path.join(__dirname, '../data')11
    })12
    .then(() => {13
      const urlEncodedPath = encodeURI(realmPath)14
      return superagent.delete(`http:${server.address}/realm/files/${urlEn15
        .set({ Authorization: server.adminToken })16
    })17
    .then((response) => {18
      console.log(`Finished deleted ${response.body}`)19
    })20
    .catch(err => {21
        console.error(`Error with Realm Object Server: ${err.message}`)22
    })23

Deleting a Realm with a HTTP DELETE call

 

You can delete a Realm in the Realm Object Server by making an HTTP DELETE in the form 
of http[s]://IP:PORT/realms/files/:realmPath  with realmPath being the URI encoded 

path to the target realm, such as /<userId>/myRealm  .

For example:

Let's say I have a database in a local ROS instance at:

/abc/products

And the admin token:

eyJhcHBfaWQiOiJpby5yZWFsbS5hdXRoIiwiaWRlbnRpdHkiOiJfX2FkbWluIiwiYWNjZXNzIjpb

I could delete that database using that token by making an HTTP DELETE call to



http://127.0.0.1:9080/realms/files/abc%2Fproducts1
## Note the encoded slash in the database path $userId%2Fdatabase2

Full example using wget

$ wget --method DELETE --header 'Authorization: MY_ADMIN_TOKEN' http://127.0

Output

--2017-11-08 09:17:29-- http://127.0.0.1:9080/realms/files/8ec309f8cdbc42e1
2

Connecting to 127.0.0.1:9080... connected.3
HTTP request sent, awaiting response... 200 OK4
Length: 2 [application/json]5
Saving to: ‘abc%2Fproducts’6

Not what you were looking for? Leave Feedback
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Web Integration with GraphQL

Realm Object Server offers a web API through GraphQL. This enables retrieving Realm data 
in a web browser or in other backend language environments unsupported with Realm 
SDKs currently. The GraphQL API is provided through an additional service that can be run 
within the Realm Object Server alongside the default services (sync, authentication, etc) or 
it can be run within another Realm Object Server standalone.

The GraphQL service supports query and mutation via standard HTTP requests and 
realtime subscription events via a websocket connection.

Setup GraphQL Service 

 

To setup the GraphQL service you will need to either integrate it into an existing Realm 
Object Server project, or create another one specifically for the GraphQL service by running 
ros init :

ros init ros-graphql

Then, install the GraphQL service:

// Move into the ROS project1
cd ros-graphql2

3
// Install and save to package.json4
npm install realm-graphql-service --save5

Now we need to enable the service - open the /src/index.ts  file and edit it:

import { BasicServer } from 'realm-object-server'1

http://graphql.org/
http://graphql.org/learn/queries/
http://graphql.org/learn/queries/#mutations
https://github.com/facebook/graphql/blob/master/rfcs/Subscriptions.md


import * as path from 'path'2
import { GraphQLService } from 'realm-graphql-service'3

4
const server = new BasicServer()5

6
// Add the GraphQL service to ROS7
server.addService(new GraphQLService({8
    // Turn this off in production!9
    disableAuthentication: true10
}))11

12
server.start({13
      // Server configs...14
    })15
    .then(() => {16
        console.log(`Realm Object Server was started on ${server.address}`17
    })18
    .catch(err => {19
        console.error(`Error starting Realm Object Server: ${err.message}`20
    })21

Start the server with your GraphQL service:

npm start

You can verify that the service is running by opening up:
http://localhost:9080/graphql/explore/%2F__admin  which displays GraphiQL, the in-

browser IDE for exploring GraphQL. This url connects to your admin realm. Connect to a 
different realm like: http://localhost:9080/graphql/explore/<realm_path> 

For a detailed overview of the customization options, refer to the GraphQL 
Service API Reference.

How to use the API

 

 

http://localhost:9080/graphql/explore/%2F__admin
https://github.com/graphql/graphiql
https://realm.io/docs/realm-object-server/latest/api/graphql-service/


Setting up a basic GraphQL Client

Authentication 

 

By default, all endpoints and actions are authenticated. If you wish to disable 
authentication while developing, you can pass disableAuthentication: true  to the 

service constructor.If you're using the Realm GraphQL package for Apollo, authentication 
and token refreshes are handled automatically.

Obtaining an Access Token

Authentication is done with an Access Token, obtained by executing POST request against 
the /auth  endpoint.

First, you'll need to login the user with their provider. For example, when authenticating with 
username/password, pass the following payload:

{1
  "app_id":"",2
  "provider":"password",3
  "data":"MY-USERNAME",4
  "user_info": {5
    "register":false,6
    "password":"MY-PASSWORD"7
  }8
}9

The response will look something like:

{1
  "refresh_token": {2
    "token":"VERY-LONG-TOKEN-HERE"3
  }4
}5



We'll need the refresh token to obtain the access token by posting again to /auth :

{1
  "app_id":"",2
  "provider":"realm", // Note provider is 'realm'3
  "data":"REFRESH_TOKEN.TOKEN", // Token from previous response4
  "path":"REALM-PATH" // Path of the realm you want to access, e.g. '/user5
}6

The response will now contain:

{1
  "access_token": {2
    "token":"VERY-LONG-TOKEN-HERE"3
  },4
  "token_data": {5
    "expires": 1512402618 // unix timestamp6
  }7
}8

We'll need this access token to perform all graphql actions. This token must be refreshed 
before it expires using the refresh token obtained earlier to avoid getting Unauthorized  

responses.

Query and Mutations

Since the query and mutation actions are regular GET/POST requests, the authentication 
happens with a standard Authorization  header:

Authorization: ACCESS_TOKEN.TOKEN

Subscription



Subscriptions use websocket, which requires that authentication happens after the 
connection is established. Before sending any graphql-related messages, you'll need to 
send an object message, containing a token  field set to the access token:

{1
  token: ACCESS_TOKEN.TOKEN2
}3

IMPORTANT NOTE ON TOKEN VALIDATION: The access token for subscriptions 
is validated only when the socket connection is established and not when 
emitting notifications by the server. This means that it's the client's responsibility 
to terminate the connection if the user logs out or loses access to the Realm.

API Reference 

 

The full GraphQL client API reference docs are located here.

The GraphQL Service API reference docs are here.
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Conflict Resolution

One of the defining features of mobile is the fact that you can never count on being online. 
Loss of connectivity is a fact of life, and so are slow networks and choppy connections. But 
people still expect their apps to work!

This means that you may end up having two or more users making changes to the same 
piece of data independently, creating conflicts. Note that this can happen even with perfect 
connectivity, as there may be enough latency between device and server that they can 
create conflicting changes at the same time.

What Realm does in this case is merge the changes according to specific rules that ensure 
sides always converge on the same result, even though their changes may have been made 
in a different order.

This means that you no longer have the kind of perfect consistency that you could have in 
a traditional database, but what is termed “strong eventual consistency”. You have to be 
aware of the rules to ensure the consistent resultS you want, but the upside is that by 
following those rules you can have devices working entirely offline and still converging on 
meaningful results when they meet.

At a very high level the rules are as follows:

Deletes always win. If one side deletes an object it will always stay deleted, even if the 
other side has made changes to it later on. 
Last update wins. If two sides update the same property, Realm will keep the value 
from the most recent update. 
Inserts in lists are ordered by time. If two items are inserted at the same position, the 
item that was inserted first will end up before the other item. This means that if both 
sides append items to the end of a list, will include both items in order of insertion time. 
Primary key designates object identity. If two sides both create objects of the same 
class with identical primary keys, they will be treated as instances of the same object.

Primary Keys

A primary key is a property whose value uniquely identifies an object in a Realm (just like a 
primary key in a conventional relational database is a field that uniquely identifies a row in 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eventual_consistency#Strong_eventual_consistency


a table). Primary keys aren’t required by Realm, but you can enable them on any object type.
To do so, add the property you’d like to use as the primary key (such as id ) to a Realm 

model class, and then let Realm know that property is the primary key. The method for 
doing this depends on the language you’re using; in Cocoa, you override the primaryKey()  

class method, whereas Java and .NET use annotations. (Consult the documentation for 
your language SDK for more details.)

Once a Realm model class has a primary key, Realm will ensure that no other object with 
the same key value can be added to the Realm. You can update the existing object; in fact, 
you can update only a subset of properties on a specified object without fetching a copy of 
the object from the Realm. Again, consult the documentation for your language SDK for 
specifics.

For more information, read the Primary Keys Tutorial.

Counters

Using integers for counting is a special case. The way that most programming languages 
would implement an increment operation (like v += 1 ) is to read the value, increment the 

result, and then store it back. This will obviously not work if you have multiple parties doing 
incrementing simultaneously (they may both read 10 , increment it to 11 , and when it 

merged you would get a result of 11  rather than the intended 12 ).

To support this common use case we offer a way to express the intent that you are 
incrementing (or decrementing) the value, giving enough hints to the merge that it can 
reach the correct result. You have the choice to update the entire value or edit it in a way 
that conveys more meaning, allowing you to get more precise control of the conflict 
resolution.

Note: Counters are not exposed in all client APIs yet.

Strings

Strings are special in that you can see them both as scalar values and as lists of 
characters. This means that you can set the string to a new string (replacing the entire 

https://realm.io/news/realm-primary-keys-tutorial/


string) or you can edit the string. If multiple users are editing the same string, you want 
conflicts to be handled at the character level (similar to the experience you would have in 
something like Google docs).

Note: Sub-string edits are not exposed in client APIs yet.

Custom Conflict Resolution

The standard way to do custom conflict resolution is to change a property type from 
string  to list . Then each side can add its updates to the list and apply any conflict 

resolution rules it wants directly in the data model.

You can use this technique to implement max, min, first write wins, last write wins and 
pretty much any kind of resolution you can think of.

Not what you were looking for? Leave Feedback

https://www.getfeedback.com/r/uO1Zl0vE


Log Compaction

Background

Delivering realtime performance with Realm's data sync begins by taking advantage of a 
capability within Realm Database. Realm's multi-threading/process capabilities require the 
database to maintain a transaction log to coordinate operations across these boundaries. 
The log includes all the individual changes made to the database and when using a 
synchronized Realm, these operations are transmitted in the sync protocol.

This approach to data sync offers several benefits:

Less bandwidth and faster transmission by only sending the specific changes (as 
compared to a state-based system that might require resending the full modified 
object)
Semantically correct, for example an operation such as a move in Realm's ordered 
List  property is not transmitted as an insert and delete

The complete operation log for a synchronized Realm is maintained by the Realm Object 
Server. Whenever a client performs a change to a synchronized Realm, the database 
updates and produces a local log entry which is transmitted to the server and then 
incorporated into the complete log. The server sends the client an acknowledgement of this, 
which allows the client to prune its local copy of the log entry. This means that client 
devices don't have to maintain the entire history, keeping the storage space used by the 
application to a minimum.

So while the client can continually prune entries, the server must maintain the complete 
history to be able to coordinate sync across devices at different states. This is most 
prominent when a new device begins syncing for the first time and needs to incorporate the 
entire log to be in sync with up-to-date devices. To prevent the need to send the entire 
history, Realm Object Server, offers log compaction.

How Does It Work?

 



The log compaction algorithm runs alongside of the server process that merges and 
synchronizes changes. This allows the server to identify sequential operations that can be 
compacted but still result in the same output. For example, if you created an object, deleted, 
then re-created it again, these three operations can be compacted into a single create 
operation.

By default, the server has log compaction enabled but it can be disabled via server 
configuration:

import { BasicServer } from 'realm-object-server'1
import * as path from 'path'2

3
const server = new BasicServer()4

5
server.start({6
    // Default: true7
    enableDownloadLogCompaction: false8
})9

To control how the log compaction algorithm operates there is another server configuration 
option:

maxDownloadSize: 16000000 // 16MB

The maxDownloadSize  value represents the size of changes that will be considered as 

input to compaction. Generally, Realm Object Server can't discover how much space is 
saved by compaction without actually running the compaction algorithm, which is a CPU-
heavy task. It represents a "worst case" download size, which is when the compaction 
algorithm couldn't eliminate anything, but on the other hand more changes will be 
considered the larger it is, so the net result is that the smallest total number of bytes 
downloaded will decrease as the maxDownloadSize  value increases.

Thus, maxDownloadSize  is a compromise between download size and CPU usage. 

Typically, this value might need adjusted if you need to tune the initial download time of a 
synchronized Realm when a new client device connects. 



Cluster Deployment

When running the ROS as a cluster, you do not need to adjust the log compaction for the 
"Core Services" ROS. Instead, the log compaction configuration only applies to the ROS 
instances that have a sync service. For example:

const startConfig = {1
    services: [2
        new ros.LogService(),3
        new rose.ReplicatedSyncService({4
            // ... other configs5
            maxDownloadSize: 16000000,6
            enableDownloadLogCompaction: true7
        })8
    ],9
    // Other server configs10
    // The log compaction settings don't need to be duplicated here11
}12

13
server.start(startConfig).then(() => {14
    console.log(`Your server is started `, server.address)15
})16
.catch(err => {17
    console.error(`There was an error starting your file`)18
})19

Not what you were looking for? Leave Feedback

https://www.getfeedback.com/r/uO1Zl0vE


Services

ROS 2.x is also a fully featured web framework! Adding functionality is simple, modular, 
and service oriented. A ROS custom service is just a class that you can add to a Server 
instance.

You can expose methods as http endpoints using @Get, @Post, @Put, @Delete etc...
You can read parameters using the @Param('productId') or just @Param decorator
Services don't need http endpoints at all

Not what you were looking for? Leave Feedback

https://realm3.typeform.com/to/A4guM3


Writing a Service in TypeScript

We highly recommend when writing a custom service in TypeScript ensure that your 
tsconfig.json's compiler options has

"emitDecoratorMetadata": true,1
"experimentalDecorators": true2

It should look relatively similar to:

{1
  "compilerOptions": {2
    "target": "es6",3
    "module": "commonjs",4
    "moduleResolution": "node",5
    "emitDecoratorMetadata": true,6
    "experimentalDecorators": true7
    ... other options8
  }9
}10

If you are using ros init . You should have no problem with the generated 

tsconfig.json  file in your project.

Desiging your Service with GET, PUT, POST, DELETE

 

Remember, a service is just an object. You can easily write a ProductsService  like so:

class ProductsService { 1
2

}3



You can then add the service to the server:

server.addService(new ProductsService())

However this service doesn't really do anything! Let's give it some REST  behavior! First 

import some the HTTP decorators from the realm-object-server  package:

import { 1
  Get, 2
  Post, 3
  Put, 4
  Delete, 5
  BaseRoute6
} from 'realm-object-server'7

Now you can decorate your ProductsService  class with an expressive set of functions. In 

order for the service to have HTTP capabilities the service must have a @BaseRoute 
decorator. In this example we will have a ProductsService  that returns JSON objects 

with an HTTP GET request

@BaseRoute('/products')1
class ProductsService {2

3
  products = [{4
      productId: 1,5
      name: 'toyota',6
      price: 26000.257
    }, {8
      productId: 2,9
      name: 'book',10
      price: 20.0011
    }]12

13
  @Get('/')14
  getAllProducts(){15
    return this.products16
  }17
}18



You can now make a GET request to return your the products JSON at 
http://localhost:9080/products . Services can return normal objects (which will be 

serialized into JSON) or a Promise<any> , which will be serialized after the promise is 

resolved.

Thus the getAllProducts()  method could look like this:

  @Get('/')1
  getAllProducts(){2
    return new Promise((resolve, reject => {3
      setTimeout(() => {4
        return this.products5
      }, 2000)6
    })7
  }8

You can even add URL parameters (using @Params('param')  and query string (

@Query('querykey') ) decorators to methods. Parameters can be defined with a 

/:someparam . Multiple params can be chained with /:someparamone/:someparamtwo 

  @Get('/:productId')1
  getProductById(@Params('productId') productId: string){2
    return this.products.find((p) => p.productId === productId))3
  }4

An example with multiple params:

  @Get('/:productId/:name')1
  getProductById(@Params('productId') productId: string, @Params('name') n2
    return this.products.find((p) => p.productId === product && c.name === 3
  }4



An example with multiple params:

  @Get('/:productId')1
  getProductById(@Params('productId') productId: string, @Query('limit') l2
    let limitNumber: number = parseInt(limit)3
    return this.product.filter((c) => c.productId === productId && c.name 4
      .limit(limitNumber)5
  }6

All returned values will have an HTTP status code of 200  and will be serialized with a 

JSON body. If you need fine grained control over the message that you are returning you 
can even choose to pass in the raw express request and response with @Request  and 

@Response 

  @Get('/:productId')1
  getProductById(@Request req, @Response res){2
    res.status(203).send({3
      productId: 'something',4
      name: 'somethingelse'5
    })6
  }7

import { 1
  Get, 2
  Post, 3
  Put, 4
  Delete, 5
  BaseRoute, 6
  Body, 7
  Request, 8
  Response 9
} from 'realm-object-server'10

11
@BaseRoute('/product')12
class ProductsService {13

14
  products = [{15
      productId: 1,16
      name: 'toyota',17
    }, {18



      productId: 2,19
      name: 'ford',20
    }]21

22
  @Get('/all')23
  getAllProducts(){24
    return this.products25
  }26

27
  @Post('/')28
  async addNewProduct(@Body body: any) {29
    this.products.push(body.product)30
    return body31
  }32

33
  @Put('/:productId')34
  async updateProduct(@Body body: any) {35
    this.products.push(body.product)36
    return body37
  }38

39
  @Delete('/:productId')40
  async deleteProduct(@Param productId: string) {41
    for(let product of this.products) {42
      if (product.productId === productId) {43
        this.products.splice(this.products.indexOf(product), 1)44
      }45
    }46
  }47
}48

Writing a HTTP Service that uses Realm

 

If you want a service that uses a Realm  instance you can easily get realms with a few 

modifications to the code above.

1. First import ServerStarted  and Realm  into your service file

import { 1
  ServerStarted,2
  // ... other imports3
} from 'realm-object-server'4



import * as Realm from 'realm'5

1. Create or Reference your object Schema and get a reference to the Realm.

The @ServerStarted  decorator is fired when the server has started. This is a place where 

you can asynchronously open a Realm file of your choice via a remotePath  and a remote 

url

So let's say we have a schema like so:

const ProductSchema: Realm.ObjectSchema = { 1
  name: 'Product',2
  primaryKey: 'productId',3
  properties: { 4
    productId: 'int',5
    name: 'string',6
    price: 'float'7
  }8
}9

We can get a Realm  asynchronously with

@BaseRoute('/products')1
class ProductsService { 2

3
  realm: Realm4

5
  @ServerStarted()6
  async serverStarted(server: Server) {7
    this.realm = await server.openRealm(‘/path to realm’,[schema])8
  }9
}10

1. Write a service to interface HTTP with your Realm Object

Let's say we want to get a Product by it's primary key and get all objects via a certain query



import {1
  BaseRoute,2
  Get,3
  ServerStarted,4
  Server,5
  Query6
} from 'realm-object-server'7

8
import * as Realm from 'realm'9

10
11

@BaseRoute('/products')12
class ProductsService { 13

14
  realm: Realm15

16
@ServerStarted()17
  async serverStarted(server: Server) {18
    this.realm = await server.openRealm(‘/path to realm’,[schema])19
  }20

21
  @Get('/')22
  async get(Query('filter') filterQuery: string) {23
    return this.realm.objects("Product").filtered(filterQuery).slice()24
  }25

26
  @Get('/')27
  async get() {28
    return this.realm.objectByPrimaryKey(Product.name, productId)29
  }30
}31

Notice the slice. Slice turns Realm Objects into detached objects which makes it easily 
JSON serializable.

Not what you were looking for? Leave Feedback
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Service Lifecycle

When designing services, it's important to know the lifecycle of the service. Services have 3 
events

1. an optional async start  method that can be decorated by @Start 

If you have isolated asynchronous setup code use this method.
You shouldn't be calling other services.
The server object is passed as the only argument, where you can grab the logger, 
discovery, or any other global configuration needed by the service.
Prefer not to block the execution of this method.

2. an optional async serverStarted  method that can be decorated by 

@ServerStarted 

At this stage, the server has successfully started all services that were added.
3. an optional async stop  method that can be decorated by @Stop 

This is called when the shutdown  command is called on the server.

Use this method to quickly dispose or close any connections.

Note, all these decorators are completely optional.

class SampleService {1
2

    @Start3
    async start(server: Server) {4
        // called when the server is about to startup5
    }6

7
    @ServerStarted8
    async serverStarted(server: Server) {9
        // called when all services have started and the underlying httpSe10
    }11

12
    @Stop13
    async stop(){14
        // do your service cleanup here15
        // called when the server is attempting to shutdown16
    }17
}18



Not what you were looking for? Leave Feedback
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Discovering Services

For an Enterprise Edition (EE) deployment we utilize Consul for service discovery. It offers a 
consistent data store that can be run highly available, which we use to then store the 
information about which services and their URLs are participating in the cluster.

In this manner, each service can then lookup through the service discovery (which itself 
does a look up in the data store of Consul) to find out if a service is available and what the 
URL is for the primary node of that service is.

Let's use an example from the ROS code to see how this works. In the AuthService  it 

needs to be able to lookup the location of a given Realm file, specifically what sync worker 
it is located on--called the syncLabel . This information is maintained by the 

RealmDirectoryService . As a result, the AuthService  has to use the service discovery 

system to find the RealmDirectoryService  then call the endpoint on this service it needs.

Each service can register a function that is called when the Server  starts. It will be passed 

in the server  object which contains the discovery  object:

@Start()1
    async start(server: Server) {2
        this.logger = server.logger.withContext({ service: "auth" });3
        this.discovery = server.discovery;4

Now that the service is holding a reference to the discovery  object it can use it within its 

own logic. Looking at the method that generates an access token we see that the 
AuthService  must call the RealmDirectoryService . The first thing is that it must lookup 

the RealmDirectoryService  via discovery . The RealmDirectoryService  uses the 

name realms :

async accessToken(path: string, data: any, app_id?: string): Promise<Realm1
2

    ...3
4

    let realmsHandle = await this.discovery.find('realms');5

https://github.com/realm/realm-object-server-private/blob/master/src/services/AuthService.ts


This call returns a handle  which provides the location of the RealmDirectoryService , 

which it can then use to call out to it:

const response = await this.findRealmByPathUrl(realmsHandle, (partialSyncP1
const syncLabel = response.body['syncLabel'] as string2

Looking at the implementation of findRealmByPathUrl()  function we see the specifics:

private async findRealmByPathUrl(handle: ServiceHandle, path: string, toke1
    const findRealmByPathUrl = new URI(`http://${handle.address}:${handle.2
    .segment('/realms')3
    .segment('/files')4
    .segment(encodeURIComponent(path))5
    .toString()6

7
    return await superagent.get(findRealmByPathUrl)8
    .set({9
        'X-Realm-Access-Token': token10
    })11
}12

The handle.address  and handle.port  are used to build the REST request from the 

AuthService  to the RealmDirectoryService .

This basic flow means that any additional service can perform similar actions in an EE 
cluster environment. Each service has a name and service discovery via Consul keeps track 
of each one.

Not what you were looking for? Leave Feedback
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Middlewares

Use of Middlewares on ROS 2.x is built ontop of express-js.

You are able to put middlewares on:

1. the entire server
2. on one service
3. on one route

Middlewares are isolated to the level that you put them in. So if you only put cors()  on 

one route of one service then you will only be hitting the cors()  middleware.

For example, this applies the middleware to the entire server

import * as cors from 'cors'1
import * as path from 'path'2

3
server.start({4
    dataPath: path.join(__dirname, '../data')5
    middlewares: [cors()]6
});7

Here’s an example of putting a middleware on just a single service. This will have no effect 
on SyncProxy , RealmDirectory , or AuthService . Any request to 

http://localhost:9080/cars  will have cors() middlewares being hit.

import { Server, BaseRoute } from 'realm-object-server' 1
import * as cors from 'cors'2

3
@BaseRoute('/cars')4
@MiddlewaresBefore(cors()) // this will hit the cors middleware only for C5
class CarService {6
  //service code here7
}8

9
const server = new Server()10
server.addService(new CarService())11



server.start()12

Here’s an example of putting a middleware on just a single route of a single service. Any 
request to http://localhost:9080/cars/toyotas  will have cors() middlewares being hit, 

while http://localhost:9080/cars/hondas  will not.

import { Server, BaseRoute, Get } from 'realm-object-server' 1
import * as cors from 'cors'2

3
@BaseRoute('/cars')4
class CarService {5
  //service code here6

7
  @Get('/toyotas')8
  @MiddlewaresBefore(cors())9
  getToyotas() {10
    // you'll only hit cors if you try 11
  }12

13
  @Get('/hondas')14
  getHondas() {15
    // no cors()16
  }17
}18

19
const server = new Server()20
server.addService(new CarService())21
server.start()22

Not what you were looking for? Leave Feedback
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IP Filtering Middleware

IP Filtering Middleware

There are many scenarios where you'd like to limit IPs. The common cases are:

1. I'd like to limit specific IP addresses from accessing Realm Object Server entirely
2. I'd like to limit specific IP addresses from accessing a service entirely

Since Realm Object Server allows you to use express middlewares, you are fully capable of 
using express-ipfilter or ip-regex on your entire server instance, an entire service instance, 
and/or just a service route.

The following examples will use express-ip-filter . You can read more about its custom 

settings here.

Limiting the IP Address for your entire Server

You apply a middleware to the entire server by setting the middlewares  property on the 

ServerConfig  you use with server.start . It can be set to either a single middleware or 

to an array of middlewares.

import { IpFilter } from 'express-ipfilter'1
import { Server } from 'realm-object-server'2
import * as path from 'path'3

4
const server = new Server();5

6
const ips = ['127.0.0.1'];7
server.start({8
        dataPath: path.join(__dirname, '../data')9
        middlewares: ipfilter(ips, {mode: 'allow'})10
    })11
    .then(() => {12
        console.log('Only localhost (aka 127.0.0.1) can connect!');13
    });14

Limiting the IP Address for just a service

https://www.npmjs.com/package/express-ipfilter
https://www.npmjs.com/package/ip-regex
https://www.npmjs.com/package/express-ipfilter


There are instances where you'd only like to limit IPs for a certain service. In the following 
snippet we have limited whitelisting of ips for the entire CarsService .

import { IpFilter } from 'express-ipfilter'1
import { MiddlewaresBefore, Server, BaseRoute, Get } from 'realm-object-se2

3
const ips = ['127.0.0.1'];4
const middleware = ipfilter(ips, {mode: 'allow'});5

6
@BaseRoute('/cars')7
@MiddlewaresBefore(middleware)8
class CarsService {9

10
    @Get('/teslas')11
    getTeslas(){12
        // only whitelisted ips will enter in here13
        return someJson;14
    }15
}16

17
const server = new Server();18
server.start({19
        // Server configs20
    })21
    .then(() => {22
        console.log('Only localhost (aka 127.0.0.1) can get cars');23
    });24

Limiting the IP Address for just a service route

If you just want to limit the IP address of a single service route but not the entire service, 
you can use the MiddlewaresBefore  on a single route. In the following snippet we have 

limited whitelisting of ips only for the getTeslas  method on CarsService .

import { IpFilter } from 'express-ipfilter'1
import { MiddlewaresBefore, Server, BaseRoute, Get } from 'realm-object-se2

3
const ips = ['127.0.0.1'];4
const middleware = ipfilter(ips, {mode: 'allow'})5

6
@BaseRoute('/cars')7
class CarsService {8



    @Get('/teslas')9
    @MiddlewaresBefore(middleware)10
    getTeslas() {11
        // only whitelisted ips will enter in here12
        return someJson;13
    }14
}15

16
const server = new Server();17
server.start(18
        // Server configs19
    )20
    .then(() => {21
        console.log('Only localhost (aka 127.0.0.1) can get teslas')22
    });23

Just like with any middleware, they will be processed in the following order:

1. ServerConfig.middlewares 

2. @MiddlewaresBefore  on a Service class

3. @MiddlewaresBefore  on a Service class method

Not what you were looking for? Leave Feedback
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Serving Static Files

Serving Static Files

You can serve static files from a service by using a @BaseRoute  with a @ServeStatic  

decorator. For example, to serve a directory or path, you could use the following snippet:

import { BaseRoute, ServeStatic } from 'realm-object-server'1
import * as path from 'path'2
@BaseRoute('some')3
@ServeStatic(path.join(__dirname, 'assets/index.html'))4
class SomeClass {5

6
}7

You can now reach the index.html  file at: http://localhost:9080/some 

Not what you were looking for? Leave Feedback
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Manage

This is your one-stop shop for learning about the management of a running Realm Object 
Server. You'll find details on high availability, security, and backups. If you are a server 
administrator, you are in the right place.

Not what you were looking for? Leave Feedback
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Enterprise Architecture

Example Deployment Diagram

Key Components

Realm Object Server component services can scale independently, allowing for design 
elasticity between service demands and high availability with failover. In this section, we 
will summarize these core services and components which are involved in a typical 
enterprise deployment.

Realm Core Services

Realm Core Services is a stateless node application that contains many of the Realm 
administrative functions, such as the proxy, authentication, and directory service. These 
services can be deployed independently, or all in the same process by editing the 
services: array  of the ServerStart  config. Because Realm Core Services is stateless 

and independent it can be deployed in many environments including common PaaS 
solutions. There can only be a single RealmDirectory service running at any time, but all 
other services can be run in parallel for load balancing purposes.

Realm Sync Workers

Realm Sync Workers is a stateful node application that stores the realms, serves the data to 
sync clients, and merges changes. These are deployed in clusters of three with a master, 
backup, and spare - master election is determined by Consul, which also detects failure and 
triggers failover. The sync worker group is configured with synchronous backup. Each 
change is written to both the master and the slave sync-worker before the sending an 
acknowledgement back to the realm-enabled mobile client.

Consul Cluster



Consul Cluster is a cluster of at least three Consul servers that acts as a distributed key-
value store for consensus and service discovery in the ROS cluster. It has built-in failure 
detection which the ROS cluster continually checks. If a Sync Worker failure is detected, the 
ROS Core Services proxy module shifts the traffic to that cluster's slave, making it the 
master Sync Worker, and the spare becomes the new slave. In small deployments the 
Consul process can be run on the same server as the Sync Workers and Core Services, as 
shown below:

While it is not required, we recommend a fourth Consul agent instance be deployed on the 
same node as Core Services. That agent relays traffic between Core Services and the 
Consul cluster, so that Core Services doesn't need to be hard-coded to connect to a specific 
Consul server, but does not participate in Consul consensus.

In larger deployments with 10 or more ROS nodes, it is recommended to split out the Consul 
cluster into its own standalone cluster of at least three separate servers.

Public Load Balancer

This is typically a geo-distributed load balancer that is designed to forward any Realm 
traffic from remote connections to the Realm proxy. It must have a publicly accessible 
address. It is commonly deployed in a pool using a redundancy protocol like VRRP and 
must be automated and programmable in case the Realm Core Services proxy module DNS 
or IP changes or fails over.

Cluster Deployment

 

The following diagram shows the component pieces of the Realm Object Server deployed 
across a cluster. This also reiterates which of the components services are stateful vs 
stateless. Deployment mediums should be considered based on these properties.



Not what you were looking for? Leave Feedback
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Kubernetes Deployment Instructions

Prerequisites

In order to deploy Realm Object Server using Kubernetes, you must have a Kubernetes 
Cluster available to you. Fortunately, you can easily run Kubernetes on your workstation if 
you're looking for a quick start.

Preparing a Kubernetes Cluster

Our cluster deployment utilizes Kubernetes. Before you get started, you'll need to create a 
cluster if you do not already have one.



macOS

The easiest way to get started with Kubernetes is by using Docker for Mac. Start by 
downloading Docker for Mac here. Be sure to use the download link for "Get Docker 
CE for Mac (edge)." You will need to register or sign in to the Docker Store in order to 
download. Then, follow the provided install instructions.

If you have not already done so, launch the Docker application that you 
downloaded. Then, open the preferences and enable Kubernetes in the "Kubernetes" 
tab. Click "Apply" and wait a few minutes while Kubernetes starts.

After installation, verify that you have the latest version that was tested with this 
documenation:

$ docker version1
Client:2
 Version:      18.05.0-ce3
 API version:  1.374
 Go version:   go1.9.55
 Git commit:   f1503246
 Built:        Wed May  9 22:12:05 20187
 OS/Arch:      darwin/amd648
 Experimental: false9
 Orchestrator: swarm10

11
Server:12
 Engine:13
  Version:      18.05.0-ce14
  API version:  1.37 (minimum version 1.12)15
  Go version:   go1.10.116
  Git commit:   f15032417
  Built:        Wed May  9 22:20:16 201818
  OS/Arch:      linux/amd6419
  Experimental: true20

https://store.docker.com/editions/community/docker-ce-desktop-mac


Azure

Most major cloud cloud providers offer some kind of managed Kubernetes service. 
Microsoft Azure uses Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS)

Creating a cluster is easy with AKS. You can use their quickstart guide as a 
reference. After you create the cluster, we recommend ensuring that you can connect 
via the kubectl  CLI. This is also explained in the quickstart guide. At the time of 

writing, you can do this from an Azure cloud shell with the following command:

##input your cluster information for connection 1
az aks get-credentials --resource-group myResourceGroup --name myAKS2

3
##verify connection by getting cluster information4
kubectl get nodes5

Helm CLI and Tiller

iOur recommended Realm Object Server installation method requires Kubernetes' Helm 
command line utillity.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/aks/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/aks/kubernetes-walkthrough-portal
https://helm.sh/


macOS

Azure

If you use macOS, you can use Homebrew to install it. Otherwise, refer to Helm's 
documentation.

brew install kubernetes-helm

If you have a new cluster, or one that has not been prepared with Tiller, you can do 
so using the CLI tool that you installed:

helm init --upgrade --wait

For production environments, make sure you understand the security 
implcations of running Tiller in your cluster. You can read more here.

Using Helm and Tiller in Azure is easy, and you will find the process documented 
here. We recommend using the Azure Cloud Shell which comes with the Helm CLI 
already installed. After this, you will need to configure Helm which is detailed in the 
article linked above.

If you are using an RBAC-enabled cluster, you will also need to create a 
service account to run tiller properly.

https://docs.helm.sh/using_helm/#quickstart-guide
https://docs.helm.sh/using_helm/#securing-your-helm-installation
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/aks/kubernetes-helm


Optional: Install the Kubernetes Dashboard

If you're running a cluster using Docker for Mac, you can use Helm to easily install the 
Kubernetes Dashboard in your cluster:

helm install --kube-context=docker-for-desktop --wait \1
            --name kubernetes-dashboard --namespace kube-system \2
            --set service.type=NodePort,service.nodePort=30443 \3
            stable/kubernetes-dashboard4

Confirm that you can access the UI at the URL: https://127.0.0.1:30443/. Bypass the 
insecure certificate warning, and choose "Skip" when presented with an authentication 
dialog.

Do NOT use this installation method for Kubernetes Dashboard on a cluster that 
is exposed to the internet! Proper deployment considerations are outlined at the 
projects Github Repository: https://github.com/kubernetes/dashboard

Using the Realm Object Server Helm Chart

 

Realm maintains a Helm Chart that can be used to install and maintain your deployed 
Realm Object Server. Think of it as APT or RPM, but for distributed applications.

Add the chart repository

Our charts are hosted on Github, and can be added to Helm with the following command:

helm repo add realm https://realm.github.io/charts

https://127.0.0.1:30443/
https://github.com/kubernetes/dashboard
https://docs.helm.sh/developing_charts/#charts


Prepare overrides file

You should have access to a Realm Object Server Feature Token. This token must be 
passed to our Helm chart in order for Realm Object Server to operate. You can do so with an 
overrides file that preempts the Healm chart's values file:

overrides.yaml

sync:1
  featureToken: YOUR_FEATURE_TOKEN_HERE2

Deploy Realm Object Server

Once you have created an overrides file, you can use it when deploying:

helm install realm/realm-object-server -f overrides.yaml

When successful, you should see some output similar to:

NAME:   foolish-octopus1
LAST DEPLOYED: Thu Jun 21 20:11:02 20182
NAMESPACE: default3
STATUS: DEPLOYED4

5
RESOURCES:6
==> v1/Role7
NAME                          AGE8
foolish-octopus-sync-default  1s9

10
==> v1/StatefulSet11
NAME                          DESIRED  CURRENT  AGE12
foolish-octopus-sync-default  1        1        1s13

14
==> v1/RoleBinding15
NAME                          AGE16
foolish-octopus-sync-default  1s17

18
==> v1/Service19



NAME                                 TYPE       CLUSTER-IP      EXTERNAL-I20
foolish-octopus-realm-object-server  NodePort   10.103.219.36   <none>     21
foolish-octopus-metrics              ClusterIP  10.110.66.250   <none>     22
foolish-octopus-sync-default         ClusterIP  10.105.177.213  <none>     23

24
==> v1/Secret25
NAME             TYPE    DATA  AGE26
foolish-octopus  Opaque  1     1s27

28
==> v1/ConfigMap29
NAME                                 DATA  AGE30
foolish-octopus                      3     1s31

32
==> v1/ServiceAccount33
NAME                          SECRETS  AGE34
foolish-octopus-sync-default  1        1s35

36
==> v1/Deployment37
NAME                                 DESIRED  CURRENT  UP-TO-DATE  AVAILAB38
foolish-octopus-realm-object-server  1        1        1           0       39

40
==> v1/Endpoints41
NAME                          ENDPOINTS  AGE42
foolish-octopus-sync-default  <none>     1s43

44
==> v1/Pod(related)45
NAME                                                  READY  STATUS        46
foolish-octopus-realm-object-server-547948d998-zgwbq  0/1    ContainerCrea47
foolish-octopus-sync-default-0                        0/1    ContainerCrea48

As you can see, Helm named our deployment foolish-octopus . You can set your own 

name for the deployment at installation by using the chart --name  parameter. But to 

avoide confusion, we're treating it like a constant throughout.

Check the status of your deployment:

$ helm list1
NAME                    REVISION    UPDATED                     STATUS     2
kubernetes-dashboard    1           Thu Jun  7 16:00:46 2018    DEPLOYED   3
foolish-octopus         3           Thu Jun 21 20:11:02 2018    DEPLOYED   4



For future reference, you can uninstall Realm Object Server using the following command. 
If you get stuck, this might be the best course of action, after which you can start over:

helm delete --purge foolish-octopus

In order to obtain logs from Realm Object Server, we must first identify their pods:

$ kubectl get pods1
NAME                                                   READY     STATUS    2
foolish-octopus-realm-object-server-5f4fcbfbfc-gp7l2   1/1       Running   3
foolish-octopus-sync-default-0                         1/1       Running   4

The first pod listed is Realm Object Server without the sync server. That identifies it as "core 
services". The second pod listed is the sync worker. Use the pod names to obtain logs:

kubectl logs foolish-octopus-realm-object-server-5f4fcbfbfc-gp7l21
kubectl logs foolish-octopus-sync-default-02

Overriding Defaults

We already demonstrated how to override the chart's default configuration when we 
provided the feature token. If, for example, you would like to expose Realm Object Server by 
NodePort (suitable when using Docker for Mac), you can simply add to the overrides file

Now that we've verified that Realm Object Server is running, we can override the chart 
defaults in order to expose it. Open overrides.yaml  using your favorite editor and add a 

service:

overrides.yaml

sync:1
  featureToken: YOUR_FEATURE_TOKEN_HERE2



service:3
  type: NodePort4
  nodePort: 300805

This file is the same structure and format of the chart's values.yaml . You can refer to that 

file for all configurable attributes: https://github.com/realm/charts/blob/master/realm-
object-server/values.yaml

Now we can update our release with these modifications:

helm upgrade foolish-octopus realm-object-server -f overrides.yaml

Verify that our service is exposed with the supplied values:

kubectl describe service foolish-octopus-realm-object-server

... and look for these attributes:

Type:                     NodePort1
NodePort:                 http  30080/TCP2

Great! Let's try to access the service with our browser. You should be presented with the 
Realm Object Server splash screen.

open http://localhost:30080

We can also access Realm Object Server using Realm Studio. The Helm chart contains a 
default private key, so you can use the following admin token to authenticate to the above 
URL:

https://github.com/realm/realm-object-server-private/blob/master/helm/realm-object-server/values.yaml
https://github.com/realm/charts/blob/master/realm-object-server/values.yaml


eyJhcHBfaWQiOiJpby5yZWFsbS5hdXRoIiwiaWRlbnRpdHkiOiJfX2FkbWluIiwiYWNjZXNzIjpb

IMPORTANT: This method of exposing Realm Object Server is suitable for local 
installations using Docker for Mac.

Exposing Realm Object Server via LoadBalancer

When using a cloud provider such as AWS or GKE, you can use the LoadBalancer  service 

type to expose Realm Obbject Server to the internet. Here is a basic example of the 
overrides required to do so:

overrides.yaml

service:1
  type: LoadBalancer2

This override works in GKE, however AWS requires that we set a couple of options in order 
to properly handle websocket connections:

overrides.yaml

service:1
  type: LoadBalancer2
  annotations:3
    service.beta.kubernetes.io/aws-load-balancer-backend-protocol: "tcp"4
    service.beta.kubernetes.io/aws-load-balancer-connection-idle-timeout: 5

Enabling Stats

The realm-object-server  Helm chart includes a stats collection option. To enable it, add 

the following to your overrides.yaml  file (remember, these options are shown and 



documented in the chart's values.yaml  file).

overrides.yaml

prometheus:1
  enabled: true2
grafana:3

4
  enabled: true5
  # You can also configure the service and/or ingress, just as with6
  # core services:7
  service:8
    type: NodePort9
    port: 3008110

This will ensure that Prometheus is installed alongside Realm Object Server. It will be 
configured to scrape Realm Object Server periodically for stats, which can be viewed in 
Grafana. The Grafana installation includes a few canned dashboards that are 
preconfigured to view these metrics.

IMPORTANT: Grafana and Prometheus are only provided here as an example of 
how this could work. The example does not address security considerations for 
use in production.



Hardware Requirements and Scaling

Enterprise Production Deployment

The Realm process itself is single-threaded therefore only a single core is ever needed for 
ROS specific services. The size of the nodes varies by use-case but the ROS Core Services 
and ROS sync-workers are designed to serve 10,000 concurrent connections from a single 
CPU server with 16GBs of RAM. The Realm files are files on disk and the sizing will be 
completely dependent on your dataset - a good starting point is to have 40GB of free disk 
space on the volume for Realm to have access to.

Guidance of the sizing of Consul servers can be found here. Typically these are much 
smaller servers with only a single CPU a couple GBs of RAM needed.

The Consul and Realm components can be deployed on the same server - if this is the case 
you will want to make sure that each process has its own CPU.

More details around the structure of the deployment can be found here.

Development and Test Deployments

 

For development and test environments the hardware requirements can be drastically 
scaled down to only a few GBs of RAM needed with a single core. Dev environments are 
commonly installed on a local laptop either manually or with Docker as seen here

Dependencies

 

The Realm Components must be installed on a Linux server such as Ubuntu 16.04, there 
are a few dependencies that should be installed first such as Python, node.js, and npm - the 
exact details can be found here.

 

https://www.consul.io/docs/guides/performance.html
https://docs.realm.io/platform/getting-started/install-realm-object-server/manual-install
https://docs.realm.io/platform/self-hosted/installation


Scaling out ROS components

In the event of a ROS Core services node is overloaded as shown by a network monitoring 
tool multiple ROS Core services can be added to the pool by deploying more nodes using a 
CM tool and then added to the public load balancer configuration as healthy nodes in the 
LB pool.

In the event of a ROS sync-worker group is overloaded as shown by a network monitoring 
tool another group can be added to the pool by deploying more nodes using a CM tool and 
by choosing a unique name for the SYNC_LABEL  (the same for every node in the group but 

different from other groups) and a unique SYNC_ID  for each sync-worker node. The group 

will automatically be discovered via consul and then new connections will start to take 
advantage of the increased capacity as distributed by the ROS proxy module.

Not what you were looking for? Leave Feedback

https://realm3.typeform.com/to/A4guM3


High Availability

Stateless Services

Synchronous Replication

Key Concepts

Stateless Services

All internal services in Realm Object Server (except the Sync service) are stateless, in the 
sense that they don’t keep the state themselves, using the Sync service instead.

This allows spawning multiple Auth or Proxy services. The only thing that has a state is the 
Sync service, and the next two ideas solve that problem.

Synchronous replication

The fact that the backup process is synchronous ensures that the committed data is 
replicated at any given point in time.

Whenever a server fails, there is a full copy on another one.

Service Discovery

Reliable service discovery is what allows Realm Object Server to notice and react to 
failures.

After a server becomes unavailable, Realm Object Server chooses the new master replica 
carefully. It will not start an incomplete copy (which would be a disaster for the data).



ROS Failover in practice

All three at once make Realm Object Server highly available.

Consul

Realm Object Server depends on Consul for service discovery.

The Auth and Proxy services ask Consul for the current Sync master. The Proxy service 
connects the clients to the master, and it drops all current connections in case a new master
is elected.

The Sync services use Consul to elect a master and a slave and expose themselves to other 
services.

Failover

 

In the event of failure for sync-worker master the slave will immediately take over the 
master role and turn the spare into a slave. The network monitoring tool should notice this 
outage and trigger a redeploy of the failed sync-worker and keep the SYNC_LABEL  and 

SYNC_ID  the same as the failed sync-worker - this will enable the rebuilt sync-worker to 

rejoin the same sync-worker group as a spare.

In the event of failure of a ROS Core services node the network monitoring tool should send 
a trigger to immediately deploy a replacement ROS Core services node. Because the Core 
services is stateless multiple can be deployed in tandem and the load shared - spread out 
by the public load balancer. The network monitoring tool should also update the public load 
balancer with the DNS or IP of the new and healthy ROS core services module. Many 
software LBs such as nginx or HAproxy can be configured to do this themselves.

In the event of consul failover the network monitoring tool should trigger a redeploy of the 
consul node to rejoin the cluster as specified in the consul documentation here.

 

https://consul.io/
https://www.consul.io/docs/guides/outage.html


Disaster Recovery

Disaster Recovery

In the event that an entire datacenter goes down and traffic must be served from a 
secondary datacenter the operator should make use of Realm’s backup functionality. This 
backup can be performed at regular intervals on each of the masters of the sync worker 
group. This backup is zipped and stored as a file in the secondary datacenter. This backup 
command can be run at regular intervals such as every day, every hour, or even faster by 
tools such as a cron job.

Once failure of a DC has been determined by the network monitoring tool - CM scripts can 
be used to redeploy the entire ROS cluster as if it were an initial deployment except this time
the scripts will use the backup restore functionality and point to the latest backup file. Once 
this cluster is up the public load balancer can be adjusted to point to the new ROS proxy in 
the new datacenter.

If downtime must be kept to a minimum the ROS cluster can be kept in a “warm spare” 
mode where the nodes are ready but not serving traffic.The ROS sync-worker group can 
always be deployed with the most recent backup once one occurs. Once failure is detected 
the only thing needed to do is to adjust the forwarding address on the public load balancer.

Learn how to set up disaster recovery here!

Server Maintenance

 

In a production environment you will at some point need to upgrade or patch the Realm 
components while the system is live and serving customers. To do this and not interrupt the 
service to your clients you should use the failover functionality built into the Realm system. 
For upgrading the realm sync-workers first upgrade the slave to the needed version, once 
the slave is up and healthy and has synchronous replication established - trigger a failover 



event by stopping the sync worker process on the master. You may then upgrade the old 
master process.

To upgrade the Realm core services module it is recommended to have a secondary 
process deployed and part of the load balanced pool. This secondary process should be on 
the needed patched version, then you can configure your load balancer to start directing all 
new connections to the secondary Realm core services app. Once the primary Core services 
app is free from connections you may stop it and upgrade the app. This procedure is 
known as connection draining and is built into many proxies such as HAproxy.

Not what you were looking for? Leave Feedback

https://realm3.typeform.com/to/A4guM3


Disaster Recovery

This guide will go over the process to setup disaster recovery for your Realm Object Server. 
To learn about how disaster recovery works at a high level, click here.

Prerequisites:

 

You'll need to install a second cluster just like your first cluster. You can do this by following 
the instructions here.

Do not start the cluster as you might trigger a client reset when you actually 
need to recover.

You'll want to do this in a different region to help mitigate risk. In this example, I have spun 
up a cluster in the AWS West whereas my live cluster that is serving traffic is in AWS East. 
You will need a matching sync worker group in DR for each sync worker group in your live 
production cluster.

Preparing your server

 

Be sure to copy the auth.key  and auth.pub  from the primary site to the DR site. The 

backup command does bring the keys to the remote site along with the data but you may 
have auxiliary services like CoreServices which do not need a backup because they are built 
off the sync-workers. Also, be sure to match the SYNC_LABEL  of the primary site for each 

sync-worker group in the DR site.

Go to your Primary Cluster and SSH to the master sync worker and navigate to the data 
directory in the sync worker folder. You can find out the master quickly by going to the 
Consul UI > Key/Value and then clicking on sync-worker-group/<SYNC_LABEL>/master



Consul Admin UI

Looking at the UI, you can find the master swg:

{"master":{"id":"swg-01-east","address":"10.237.244.116","port":7800},"slave":
{"complete":true,"id":"swg-03-east"}} 

You can see that swg-01-eastis the master. SSH to that node.

In the data directory you will need to symlink  user_data to a new directory called sync by 

using a command like this:

ubuntu@swg-01-east:~/syncWorker/data$ ln -s user_data/ sync

If you execute a ls -la  command in the data folder you should see:

sync -> user_data/

Creating a backup

 

Go back to the syncWorker folder and create a folder called backup, the run the following 
command:

ubuntu@swg-01-east:~/syncWorker$ node_modules/realm-object-server/dist/cli.j

Then you should see something like the following:



info: The data directory /home/ubuntu/syncWorker/data was backed up in the 1
11 Realms were successfully backed up2

If you go into the backup folder you should see a keys/  folder and a sync/  folder.

Copying the backup to the remote master

 

Now we need a way of copying our backup folder to the remote master syncWorker in the 
DR cluster. You can use many tools to move this folder to the remote host such as 
distributed file-system, storage. In this example I will use rsync and an SSH key.

#SSH key that maps to a corresponding key-pair on the remote host1
ubuntu@swg-01-east:~/syncWorker$ vi myKey.pem2
#Make the permissions secure3
ubuntu@swg-01-east:~/syncWorker$ sudo chmod 400 myKey.pem4
#Use rsync and your SSH key to transfer it over5
ubuntu@swg-01-east:~/syncWorker$ rsync -avz -e "ssh -i myKey.pem" backup/ 6

You will need to run the rsync command for each sync worker in your group - typically this 
is three. SSH to each remote sync worker node and rename that sync folder to user_data 

ubuntu@swg-01-west:~/remoteBackup$ mv sync/ user_data1
#Now copy the backup folder to the sync worker data directory2
ubuntu@swg-01-west:~$ cp -a remoteBackup/. syncWorker/data/3

And that’s it - your sync workers are ready to go. Simply startup the sync worker and other 
services when you are ready to failover and shift your global load balancer or DNS at the 
new disaster recovery public IP address.

All of the above manual steps can be put into a Bash script that can be executed on a 
regular basis via a cron job. For instance, below the script grabs the IP address of the host 



server, checks to see if it is the master, and if it is creates a backup and copies it to the 
remote sync-worker cluster.

#!/usr/bin/sh -eo pipefail1
machineIp=$(ip addr show eth0 | grep -Eo '[0-9]{1,3}\.[0-9]{1,3}\.[0-9]{1,2
echo $machineIp3
consul_host="<CONSUL_HOST>"4
consul_response=$(curl -s "http://$consul_host:8500/v1/catalog/service/syn5
service_address_regex="\"ServiceAddress\":\\s*\"([^\"]*)\""6
if [[ $consul_response =~ $service_address_regex ]]; then7
   sync_master="${BASH_REMATCH[1]}"8
   echo $sync_master9
   if [[ $sync_master = $machineIp ]]; then10
     echo "I am the master sync-worker : " $sync_master11
    cd ~/syncworker12
    rm -rf backup13
    mkdir -p backup14
    node_modules/realm-object-server/dist/cli.js backup -f data -t backup15
    rsync -avz -e "ssh -i myKey.pem" backup/ ubuntu@<IP_OF_REMOTE_SYNC_WOR16
    rsync -avz -e "ssh -i myKey.pem" backup/ ubuntu@<IP_OF_REMOTE_SYNC_WOR17
    rsync -avz -e "ssh -i myKey.pem" backup/ ubuntu@<IP_OF_REMOTE_SYNC_WOR18
   fi19
else20
   echo "Could not determine the sync master. Consul response follows:"21
   echo $consul_response22
fi23

To make a seamless user experience you will want to add a client reset callback in the 
event that a DR event occurs. See here for more details.

Below is a node script you can run that accomplishes the same effect but includes fault 
tolerance.

#!/usr/bin/env node1
2

const configuration = {3
    /** Path to the sync worker on this and the destination servers */4
    syncWorkerPath: "/apps/syncworker",5
    consulHost: "realm.consul.org",6
    /** Network interface that the sync worker is listening on. Used to co7
    networkInterface: "eth0",8
    destination: {9

https://realm.io/docs/swift/latest/#client-reset


        servers: [ 10
            "syncWorker1.cloud.org",11
            "syncWorker2.cloud.org",12
            "syncWorker3.cloud.org"13
        ],14
        /** SSH username for the remote servers */15
        username: "admin",16
        /** SSH keyfile to authenticate as `username` with */17
        pathToKeyfile: `${__dirname}/keyfile.pem`18
    },19
    /** How long do we wait for a single rsync job before we kill it and b20
    rsyncTimeout: 30 * 60 * 1000, // 30 minutes, in milliseconds,21
    emailErrorHandling: {22
        /** Who to send error messages to. */23
        mailbox: "info@example.tld",24
        /** Options for `nodemailer.createTransport`. See https://nodemail25
        nodemailerTransportOptions: undefined26
    },27
}28

29
const { promisify } = require("util");30
const { networkInterfaces, hostname } = require("os");31
const exec = promisify(require("child_process").exec);32

33
const Rsync = require("rsync");34
const Consul = require("consul");35
const nodemailer = require("nodemailer");36
const mkdirp = promisify(require("mkdirp"));37
const rimraf = promisify(require("rimraf"));38
const chmodr = promisify(require("chmodr"));39

40
async function getSyncMasterAddress() {41
    const consul = new Consul({42
        host: configuration.consulHost,43
        promisify: true44
    });45

46
    const services = await consul.catalog.service.nodes({ service: "sync",47
    if (services.length !== 1) {48
        throw new Error(`Expected exactly one sync master in Consul but go49
    }50
    return services[0].ServiceAddress;51
}52

53
async function runRealmBackup() {54
    await rimraf(`${configuration.syncWorkerPath}/backup`); // rm -rf55
    await mkdirp(`${configuration.syncWorkerPath}/backup`); // mkdir -p56

57
    console.log('Running ROS backup command.');58
    await exec('node_modules/.bin/ros backup -f data -t backup', {59
        cwd: configuration.syncWorkerPath,60



        env: {61
            "ROS_SKIP_PROMPTS": "1",62
            ...process.env63
        }64
    });65
    await chmodr(`${config.syncWorkerPath}/backup`, 0777); // chmod -R66
}67

68
async function runRsync(server) {69
    const rsync = new Rsync()70
        .shell(`ssh -i ${configuration.destination.pathToKeyfile}`)71
        .source(`${configuration.syncWorkerPath}/backup/`)72
        .destination(`${configuration.destination.username}@${server}${con73
        .archive()74
        .compress()75
        .set("omit-dir-times");76

77
    try {78
        await exec(rsync.command(), { timeout: configuration.rsyncTimeout 79
    } catch (e) {80
        if (e.code === null && e.signal === "SIGTERM") {81
            throw new Error(`rsync to ${server} timed out.`);82
            console.error(e);83
        } else {84
            throw e;85
        }86
    }87
}88

89
async function main() {90
    console.log(`Starting backup job at ${Date()}`);91

92
    const currentSyncMasterAddress = await getSyncMasterAddress();93
    console.log(`${currentSyncMasterAddress} is sync master.`);94

95
    const localAddress = networkInterfaces()[configuration.networkInterfac96
    if (localAddress !== currentSyncMasterAddress) {97
        console.log('I am not sync master. Exiting.');98
        return;99
    }100

101
    console.log('I am sync master. Proceeding with backup.');102
    await runRealmBackup();103

104
    for (let server of configuration.destination.servers) {105
        console.log(`Running rsync to ${server}`);106
        await runRsync(server);107
    }108

109
    console.log(`Backup done at ${Date()}. Cleaning up.`);110
    await rimraf(`${configuration.syncWorkerPath}/backup`); // rm -rf111



}112
113

async function sendErrorEmail(error) {114
    const transport = nodemailer.createTransport(configuration.emailErrorH115

116
    await transport.sendMail({117
        from: `realm-backup-script@${hostname()}`,118
        to: configuration.emailErrorHandling.mailbox,119
        subject: "Error",120
        text: JSON.stringify(error)121
    });122
}123

124
main().catch(async error => {125
    console.error("Backup failed.");126
    console.error(error);127

128
    if (configuration.emailErrorHandling.nodemailerTransportOptions) {129
        await sendErrorEmail(error);130
    }131

132
    process.exit(1);133
});134

Creating a cronjob

You can set up a cronjob through the use of crontab with the command:

env EDITOR=nano crontab -e

In the text editor you can edit the frequency at which the following commands will be 
executed. You can read more about the syntax here.

An example cronjob may look like this:

30 * * * *  cd ~/Desktop && ./script.sh

https://code.tutsplus.com/tutorials/scheduling-tasks-with-cron-jobs--net-8800


This creates a command to run hourly at the 30th minute (1:30, 2:30, etc.) by changing to 
the Desktop directory and running the desired script.

Not what you were looking for? Leave Feedback

https://realm3.typeform.com/to/A4guM3


Monitoring

Background

Realm Object Server workers support sending metrics to statsd, which is assumed to be 
listening at localhost:8125 . You can then forward these metrics to graphite or similar 

systems for monitoring.

All metrics keys start with a prefix of realm.<hostname> :

realm.example.com.connection.online1
realm.example.com.connection.failed2
realm.example.com.realms.open3
realm.example.com.protocol.violated4
realm.example.com.protocol.bytes.received5
realm.example.com.authentication.failed6

Available Metrics

Name Type Description

<prefix>.client.unsyncable  counter

Triggered every time a client fails to 
initiate synchronization of a realm 
because of messed up history. Such 
clients need their realm file deleted 
and then recovered from the server. 
This might happen if the server 
crashes and is recovered from a 
backup.

<prefix>.session.started  counter
Triggered every time a session is 
started. A session is considered 
started even before the authentication.



<prefix>.session.online  gauge
The total number of sessions currently 
being served.

<prefix>.session.failed  counter
Triggered every time there is a session-
level error.

<prefix>.session.terminated  counter
Triggered every time a session 
terminates.

<prefix>.connection.started  counter
Triggered every time a client opens a 
connection.

<prefix>.connection.online  gauge
The total number of connections 
currently open. Multiple sessions may 
be served through a connection.

<prefix>.connection.failed  counter

Low-level errors on connections. 
Triggered every time a failure happens 
during accept() , read()  or 

write() .

<prefix>.connection.terminated  counter
Triggered every time a connection 
terminates. This includes the failed 
ones.

<prefix>.realms.open  gauge The number of currently open realms.

<prefix>.authentication.failed  counter
Triggered on authentication failures, 
e.g. token invalid or expired. Should 
not normally happen.



<prefix>.permission.denied  counter

Triggered on permission failures, e.g. 
trying to access a realm with a token 
for another realm or trying to upload 
with a download-only token. Should 
not normally happen.

<prefix>.protocol.<version>.used  counter

Triggered every time a connection over 
protocol version <version>  is 

established. Use this to track how 
many connections of each protocol 
version are initiated, and choose a 
better time to update the server and 
app.

<prefix>.protocol.violated  counter
Triggered every time the sync protocol 
is violated. May mean that the 
application is too old or badly written.

<prefix>.protocol.bytes.received  counter
Triggered every time an upload 
message is received by the server.

<prefix>.protocol.bytes.sent  counter
Triggered every time a download 
message is sent by the server.

<prefix>.protocol.bytes.received  gauge
The number of bytes received since 
the start.

<prefix>.protocol.bytes.sent  gauge
The number of bytes sent since the 
start.

In a production environment you would want to ship these metrics to a central 
repository so that you can programmatically trigger alerts or trigger deployment 
scripts. Realm provides a walkthrough on how to set-up Telegraf, InfluxDB, and 
Grafana for this but many others are available

https://realm.io/docs/tech-notes/rmp-walkthrough#adding-a-monitoring-system


Example: Adding a Monitoring System

 

Now let’s dive into the day two operations bits. First, we’ll set up a monitoring system and 
integrate it with our Realm distributed system. Realm uses statsd  endpoints for metrics. 

This guide will describe setting up a server with Grafana and InfluxDB, but you can use any 
statsd  compliant system.

It’s considered best practice to have a dedicated server separate from your other 
infrastructure. Set up a new server and SSH to it, then enter the following steps (as usual, 
#  lines are comments):

# Let's set-up the package sources1
curl -sL https://repos.influxdata.com/influxdb.key | sudo apt-key add -2
source /etc/lsb-release3
echo "deb https://repos.influxdata.com/${DISTRIB_ID,,} ${DISTRIB_CODENAME}4

5
# Update the repo6
sudo apt-get update7

8
# Install InfluxDB9
sudo apt-get install influxdb10

11
# Start Influx12
sudo systemctl start influxdb13

14
# Use the influx command line to create a database15
influx16
> CREATE DATABASE realmdemo17

18
# Use the SHOW DATABASES command to see output similar to the below19
> SHOW DATABASES20
name: databases21
name22
----23
_internal24
realmdemo25

26
> exit27



We need to setup Telegraf on the sync worker and gather the stats to export them to our 
monitoring server. So, now SSH to the server with the sync worker:

# Use the Influxdb repo to set up the package sources1
curl -sL https://repos.influxdata.com/influxdb.key | sudo apt-key add -2
source /etc/lsb-release3
echo "deb https://repos.influxdata.com/${DISTRIB_ID,,} ${DISTRIB_CODENAME}4

5
# Update the repo6
sudo apt-get update7

8
# Install Telegraf9
sudo apt-get install telegraf10

Now, open /etc/telegraf/telegraf.conf  in a text editor to add the InfluxDB server and 

database name in the outputs.influxdb  section.

[[outputs.influxdb]]1
  urls = ["http://<IP_OF_MONITORING_SERVER>:8086"] # required2
  database = "realmdemo" # required3

We also need to add the inputs for statsd  for the Realm Object Server in the same file in 

the inputs.statsd  section:

[[inputs.statsd]]1
  service_address = ":8125"2

Now, enable and start Telegraf:

sudo systemctl enable telegraf1
sudo systemctl start telegraf2



Grafana Web Browser Login Page

Adding a new data source in Grafana

Creating a new dashboard in Grafana

Now that you have InfluxDB and Telegraf running, let’s set up Grafana to view the Realm 
data and metrics:

# Set up the Grafana repo1
echo "deb https://packagecloud.io/grafana/stable/debian/ wheezy main" | su2
curl https://packagecloud.io/gpg.key | sudo apt-key add -3

4
# Update the repo5
sudo apt-get update6

7
# Install Grafana8
sudo apt-get install grafana9

10
# Enable and start Grafana11
sudo systemctl enable grafana-server12
sudo systemctl start grafana-server13

Now let’s browse to the Grafana server in a web browser by going to port 3000 of the 
monitoring server’s public IP. The default login is admin/admin .

Then, click Add a Data Source and fill in the information for InfluxDB:

Now, you can select New Dashboard and start adding metrics to graphs. Realm-specific 
metrics will be prepended with realm_ . Add Telegraf on each Realm host in your 

distributed system.

All available metrics can be found above.

 



What's next?

After you've taken a look at some of our basic monitoring tips, we recommend following 
our Advanced Monitoring Guide which shows you how to monitor all kinds of metrics of 
your ROS deployment using Prometheus and Grafana.

Not what you were looking for? Leave Feedback

https://realm3.typeform.com/to/A4guM3


Advanced Monitoring

Background

This guide goes through setting up a monitoring and alerting system that integrates into 
the Realm Object Server deployed as either a single instance or a distributed cluster. There 
are sample test apps that can be used to report the health of the whole system and 
integrate the results into an alerting system.

Within this guide, we will create and use a number of javascript files. They can be found 
completed in this repository.

Install Prometheus on Ubuntu 16.04

 

To start, let's open up a terminal window or ssh session and then run through the following:

#Update and install nginx1
ubuntu@monitoring-server:~$ sudo apt-get update2
ubuntu@monitoring-server:~$ sudo apt install nginx -y3
ubuntu@monitoring-server:~$ sudo systemctl start nginx4
ubuntu@monitoring-server:~$ sudo systemctl enable nginx5

6
#Create system users7
ubuntu@monitoring-server:~$ sudo useradd --no-create-home --shell /bin/fal8
ubuntu@monitoring-server:~$ sudo useradd --no-create-home --shell /bin/fal9

10
#Create directories and assign ownership11
ubuntu@monitoring-server:~$ sudo mkdir /etc/prometheus12
ubuntu@monitoring-server:~$ sudo mkdir /var/lib/prometheus13
ubuntu@monitoring-server:~$ sudo chown prometheus:prometheus /etc/promethe14
ubuntu@monitoring-server:~$ sudo chown prometheus:prometheus /var/lib/prom15

16
#Download Prometheus17
ubuntu@monitoring-server:~$ curl -LO https://github.com/prometheus/prometh18
ubuntu@monitoring-server:~$ tar xvf prometheus-2.2.1.linux-amd64.tar.gz19

20
#Move the binaries to the bin folder21
ubuntu@monitoring-server:~$ sudo cp prometheus-2.2.1.linux-amd64/prometheu22
ubuntu@monitoring-server:~$ sudo cp prometheus-2.2.1.linux-amd64/promtool 23

https://github.com/realm/realm-server-side-samples/tree/master/19-Advanced-Monitoring-Walkthrough/Prometheus-Stats-Sink


ubuntu@monitoring-server:~$ sudo chown prometheus:prometheus /usr/local/bi24
ubuntu@monitoring-server:~$ sudo chown prometheus:prometheus /usr/local/bi25

26
#Now move the folder libraries27
ubuntu@monitoring-server:~$ sudo cp -r prometheus-2.2.1.linux-amd64/consol28
ubuntu@monitoring-server:~$ sudo cp -r prometheus-2.2.1.linux-amd64/consol29
ubuntu@monitoring-server:~$ sudo chown -R prometheus:prometheus /etc/prome30

31
#Create a new config file32
ubuntu@monitoring-server:~$ sudo vi /etc/prometheus/prometheus.yml33

The contents of your config file should read something like:

global:1
  scrape_interval: 15s2

3
scrape_configs:4
  - job_name: 'prometheus'5
    scrape_interval: 5s6
    static_configs:7
      - targets: ['localhost:9090']8

Then let's head back to the terminal window to create a unit file:

#Now lets create the unit file1
ubuntu@monitoring-server:~$ sudo vi /etc/systemd/system/prometheus.service2

The contents of your unit file should read something like:

[Unit]1
Description=Prometheus2
Wants=network-online.target3
After=network-online.target4

5
[Service]6
User=prometheus7
Group=prometheus8
Type=simple9



ExecStart=/usr/local/bin/prometheus \10
    --config.file /etc/prometheus/prometheus.yml \11
    --storage.tsdb.path /var/lib/prometheus/ \12
    --web.console.templates=/etc/prometheus/consoles \13
    --web.console.libraries=/etc/prometheus/console_libraries14

15
[Install]16
WantedBy=multi-user.target17

Back to our terminal again:

#Now lets start and enable the daemon1
ubuntu@monitoring-server:~$ sudo systemctl daemon-reload2
ubuntu@monitoring-server:~$ sudo systemctl start prometheus3
ubuntu@monitoring-server:~$ sudo systemctl enable prometheus4

To confirm success, you can now go to http://<YOUR_SERVER_IP>:9090 in a web browser 
to see the Prometheus UI

Install and Configure Exporters

 

Now let’s set-up a node exporter - this will collect resource metrics from the server. If running
an enterprise cluster, you will add this to a sync worker node.

ubuntu@swg-01-east:~$ wget https://github.com/prometheus/node_exporter/rel1
ubuntu@swg-01-east:~$ tar -xvf node_exporter-0.16.0.linux-amd64.tar.gz2

3
#Copy to the bin folder and change owner4
ubuntu@swg-01-east:~$ sudo cp node_exporter-0.16.0.linux-amd64/node_export5
ubuntu@swg-01-east:~$ sudo useradd --no-create-home --shell /bin/false nod6
ubuntu@swg-01-east:~$ sudo chown node_exporter:node_exporter /usr/local/bi7

8
#Create the unit file9
ubuntu@swg-01-east:~$ sudo vi /etc/systemd/system/node_exporter.service10

http://%3Cyour_server_ip%3E:9090/


The contents of your unit file:

node_exporter.service

[Unit]1
Description=Node Exporter2
Wants=network-online.target3
After=network-online.target4

5
[Service]6
User=node_exporter7
Group=node_exporter8
Type=simple9
ExecStart=/usr/local/bin/node_exporter10

11
[Install]12
WantedBy=multi-user.target13

Now back to the terminal:

#Reload and Enable1
ubuntu@swg-01-east:~$ sudo systemctl daemon-reload2
ubuntu@swg-01-east:~$ sudo systemctl start node_exporter3
ubuntu@swg-01-east:~$ sudo systemctl enable node_exporter4

Now go back to your prometheus monitoring server and adjust the config

ubuntu@monitoring-server:~$ sudo vi /etc/prometheus/prometheus.yml

And add this to the end of the file

prometheus.yml

- job_name: 'node_exporter'1
    scrape_interval: 5s2
    static_configs:3



Viewing metrics via the Prometheus Web UI

      - targets: ['<IP_OF_SYNC_WORKER>:9100']4

And restart the Prometheus service from the terminal window:

ubuntu@monitoring-server:~$ sudo systemctl restart prometheus

Now go back to the Prometheus web-ui and you should be able to add metrics into graphs

Add a Prometheus Monitoring Endpoint to Scrape for 
Realm

 

Adding the above node_exporter  will grab metrics about what is going on the server but 

does give realm specific metrics. To do this we will add a StatsSink  to each realm 

process in our distributed cluster. 
SSH to a server running a realm process and open the JS code in an editor

ubuntu@swg-01-east:~/syncWorker1$ vi syncWorker.js

Then add the following lines to your code. Prometheus.js goes at the top of the JS code 
near your require statements and then add the new class constructors and configuration 
key-values in your StartConfig including the new MetricsService() 

You can use these example files for reference. ****

https://github.com/realm/realm-server-side-samples/tree/master/19-Advanced-Monitoring-Walkthrough/Prometheus-Stats-Sink


Realm metrics within the Prometheus Web UI

address: getIPv4Address('eth0'),  

Is only needed for sync-workers

Be sure to npm install any packages and do not double declare the ‘os’ npm package if you 
are already using it in your script. For instance a sync-worker could come out looking like 
this.

Next restart the realm process and you should see this in the logs:

detail: Starting service prometheus-metrics

This will use Consul to register a new prometheus-metrics service for each realm node we 
configure this for - now go back to your Prometheus server and add this to your 
prometheus.yml

promtheus.yml

  - job_name: 'consul-metrics'1
    scrape_interval: 5s2
    consul_sd_configs:3
      - server: '<ADDRESS_OF_CONSUL>:8500'4
        services: ['prometheus-metrics']5

After you restart prometheus you should start seeing realm specific metrics like this:

Add Health Endpoints

 

https://github.com/realm/realm-server-side-samples/blob/master/19-Advanced-Monitoring-Walkthrough/Services/syncService.js


Realm recommends configuring a custom health endpoint on the ingress node for a 
distributed realm cluster. The custom health endpoint would look like this.

And it will be integrated into the ROS start like so. 

By adding the new CustomHealthService(),  class.

You can customize this health endpoint code to return whatever is relevant to your 
monitoring system such as a different HTTP error code or more information in the JSON 
response. We would recommend installing the CustomHealthService on any ROS service 
that is not the replicated Sync Service as this checks to make sure there is a healthy master 
sync-worker and responds with the JSON:

{"version":"3.6.12","status":"UP"}

On the sync-workers we would recommend using the built-in health service that is part of 
the server startConfig with class new ros.HealthService() 

When querying the /health endpoint you will get a 200 back with the version of realm-
object-server installed like this if the ROS server has started:

{"version":"3.6.6"}

Install AlertManager

 

Now that we have some basic reporting and health checks setup we need to get alerts 
based on thresholds being exceeded or triggers on our HTTP checks. SSH back to your 
monitoring server

#Create the user1
ubuntu@monitoring-server:~$ sudo adduser --no-create-home --disabled-login 2

https://github.com/realm/realm-server-side-samples/blob/master/19-Advanced-Monitoring-Walkthrough/Services/customHealthService.js
https://github.com/realm/realm-server-side-samples/blob/master/19-Advanced-Monitoring-Walkthrough/Services/proxyService.js


3
#Create the directories and config files4
ubuntu@monitoring-server:~$ sudo mkdir /etc/alertmanager5
ubuntu@monitoring-server:~$ sudo mkdir /etc/alertmanager/template6
ubuntu@monitoring-server:~$ sudo mkdir -p /var/lib/alertmanager/data7
ubuntu@monitoring-server:~$ sudo touch /etc/alertmanager/alertmanager.yml8

9
#Now assign ownership to the alertmanager user10
ubuntu@monitoring-server:~$ sudo chown -R alertmanager:alertmanager /etc/a11
ubuntu@monitoring-server:~$ sudo chown -R alertmanager:alertmanager /var/l12

13
#Download and untar alertmanager14
ubuntu@monitoring-server:~$ wget https://github.com/prometheus/alertmanage15
ubuntu@monitoring-server:~$ tar -xvzf alertmanager-0.15.0-rc.2.linux-amd6416

17
#Copy the data to your bin and change ownership18
ubuntu@monitoring-server:~$ sudo cp alertmanager-0.15.0-rc.2.linux-amd64/a19
ubuntu@monitoring-server:~$ sudo cp alertmanager-0.15.0-rc.2.linux-amd64/a20
ubuntu@monitoring-server:~$ sudo chown alertmanager:alertmanager /usr/loca21
ubuntu@monitoring-server:~$ sudo chown alertmanager:alertmanager /usr/loca22

23
#Create your configuration file. 24

25
ubuntu@monitoring-server:~$ sudo vi /etc/alertmanager/alertmanager.yml26

Configure the Service

Your alertmanager.yml  should look something like:

alertmanager.yml

route:1
  group_by: [Alertname]2
  # Send all notifications to me.3
  receiver: realm-alert4

5
receivers:6
- name: realm-alert7
  email_configs:8
  - to: "<SEND_TO_EMAIL>"9
    from: "<SEND_FROM_EMAIL>"10
    smarthost: smtp.gmail.com:58711
    auth_username: "<SEND_FROM_EMAIL_ACCOUNT>"12
    auth_identity: "<SEND_FROM_EMAIL_ACCOUNT>"13
    auth_password: "<SEND_FROM_EMAIL_PASSWORD>"14



There are a variety of built-in ways to alert with AlertManager. We use regular 
email here but there is also PagerDuty and Slack plugins. If you are using Gmail 
for development you can use this guide to generate an app token

Starting the Service

Now let's add the AlertManager unit file and start the service

#Create the unit file1
ubuntu@monitoring-server:~$ sudo vi /etc/systemd/system/alertmanager.servi2

Contents of the file:

alertmanager.service

[Unit]1
Description=Prometheus Alertmanager Service2
Wants=network-online.target3
After=network.target4

5
[Service]6
User=alertmanager7
Group=alertmanager8
Type=simple9
ExecStart=/usr/local/bin/alertmanager \10
    --config.file /etc/alertmanager/alertmanager.yml \11
    --storage.path /var/lib/alertmanager/data12
Restart=always13

14
[Install]15
WantedBy=multi-user.target16

Head back to the terminal:

https://support.google.com/accounts/answer/185833?hl=en


#Reload the daemons and enable the service1
ubuntu@monitoring-server:~$ sudo systemctl daemon-reload2
ubuntu@monitoring-server:~$ sudo systemctl enable alertmanager3
ubuntu@monitoring-server:~$ sudo systemctl start alertmanager4

Finally, let's add this to prometheus via our /etc/prometheus/prometheus.yml 

alerting:1
  alertmanagers:2
  - static_configs:3
    - targets:4
      - localhost:90935

You'll need to restart Prometheus service to pick up the added AlertManager 
config

Add Health Checks

 

****Here is a simple node app that will query the health endpoints that we just installed 
on each component service****

This node application is HTTP GET request that will make sure the HTTP endpoint returns a
200. You should configure as many of these as there are Realm nodes in your distributed 
cluster. The health checks to the Custom Health Endpoint will tell you if there is a healthy 
Realm cluster in the backend (a sync-worker with a healthy master node). The health 
checks to the sync-workers will tell if you if the process is up and started. It should be 
configured to run as a regular cron job at an interval you specify. If the promise is rejected it 
should integrate into your alerting system to sound an alarm such as an email to an 
operations team.

A cronjob can be set-up by using the crontab  command, like crontab -e  and choosing 

your favorite editor and then pasting in the path to your designated script into the cron file. 

https://github.com/realm/realm-server-side-samples/blob/master/19-Advanced-Monitoring-Walkthrough/Health-Checks/realmHealthCheck.js


For instance the above script could look like this on our monitoring server:

 * * * * /home/ubuntu/.nvm/versions/node/v8.11.3/bin/node /home/ubuntu/healt

This will tell the server to execute our health check script every 5 minutes using a specific 
path to a node version. If you are not familiar with node you may run into path issues in 
which case it may be better to run the health check script in a node process monitor like 
pm2 and then integrate into a monitoring system like Prometheus. We will need to edit the 
script a bit to integrate the prom-client  npm package like so.

#First lets install the needed npm packages1
ubuntu@monitoring-server:~/healthScripts$ npm install superagent2
ubuntu@monitoring-server:~/healthScripts$ npm install prom-client3

4
#Then we can start the script with a process monitor like pm25
ubuntu@monitoring-server:~/healthScripts$ pm2 start promHealthProbe.js --n6

Now we will want to point our Prometheus to scrape the newly created server which is 
exposing the metrics we are now collecting for the health check. Add this to your 
prometheus.yml 

prometheus.yml

  - job_name: 'superagent-healthcheck'1
    scrape_interval: 5s2
    static_configs:3
      - targets: ['localhost:9085']4

And then restart the prometheus service - you will now see the new metric showing up in 
Prometheus.

#Now we will want to set-up an alerting rule for this metric 1
ubuntu@monitoring-server:/etc/prometheus$ sudo vi alert.rules2

https://github.com/realm/realm-server-side-samples/blob/master/19-Advanced-Monitoring-Walkthrough/Health-Checks/promHealthProbe.js


Confirmation that Health Check Alert has loaded

And add this:

alert.rules

groups:1
- name: example2
  rules:3

4
    # Alert for any instance that is unreachable5
  - alert: rest_healthcheck6
    expr: health_reachability == 07
    labels:8
      severity: page9
    annotations:10
      summary: "Instance {{ $labels.instance }} down"11
      description: "{{ $labels.instance }} of job {{ $labels.job }} has re12

Now in our prometheus.yml  file add this:

prometheus.yml

  rule_files:1
  - '/etc/prometheus/alert.rules'2

Then restart the prometheus service and if you reload the prometheus UI and append 
`/alerts` to the URL you should see the Alert loaded like below:

Testing our Setup

In the previous section we have set up an alert that will fire if an our HTTP endpoint returns 
a REST error code but when things go wrong this can fire many times and that is what 
Alertmanager can do - route alerts appropriately and stem the tide so that you are not 



Active alert from our monitoring dashboard

Email alert letting us know that ROS is unhealthy

spamming operators. It is a good best practice to have general defaults in your 
/etc/alertmanger/alertmanger.yml  like these:

/etc/alertmanger/alertmanger.yml

global:1
  resolve_timeout: 5m2
route:3
  group_wait: 30s4
  group_interval: 5m5
  repeat_interval: 12h6

Now if we shut down the ROS component that the health check was querying we should 
see this in the Alerts tab

And you should get an email in your inbox

Add Liveness Probe

 

In the previous section we added health checks for each component server of the Realm 
Object Server distributed cluster. This is particularly useful to identify which service is 
experiencing an issue, for instance, when one of your Auth services has a stuck process. 
But in most cases you will also want to have an end-to-end test that tests the distributed 
cluster as a whole - essentially acting as a fake mobile client and testing the Realm 
subsystems. This is what we will implement with a Liveness Probe.

****Add a Simple Node client that will login and Open a Realm in your system****

https://github.com/realm/realm-server-side-samples/blob/master/19-Advanced-Monitoring-Walkthrough/Health-Checks/realmProbe.js


This node application is an end-to-end test that acts just like a mobile client that would be 
connecting in your production system. It should be configured to run as a regular cron job 
at an interval you specify. If the promise is rejected it should integrate into your alerting 
system and sound an alarm, such as an email to an operations team.

****For integration into Prometheus we could use this script. ****

Just like with the health checks in the previous section we recommend running 
these scripts either as a cronjob or in pm2 and then integrating with your alerting 
system when the system rejects the promise.

Install Grafana

 

It is common practice to install another frontend on top of Prometheus for more advanced 
visuals, Grafana is a common choice.

#Add the repo1
ubuntu@monitoring-server:~$ curl https://packagecloud.io/gpg.key | sudo ap2
ubuntu@monitoring-server:~$ sudo add-apt-repository "deb https://packagecl3
ubuntu@monitoring-server:~$ sudo apt-get update4

5
#Install Grafana and Start it6
ubuntu@monitoring-server:~$ sudo apt-get install grafana7
ubuntu@monitoring-server:~$ sudo systemctl start grafana-server8
ubuntu@monitoring-server:~$ sudo systemctl enable grafana-server9

Once it is started you can go to port 3000 of the monitoring server IP in a web browser and 
login with admin/admin for the username/password

Then select “Add New Data Source” and select Prometheus. You should be able to keep the 
defaults and click Save

https://github.com/realm/realm-server-side-samples/blob/master/19-Advanced-Monitoring-Walkthrough/Health-Checks/promRealmProbe.js


Adding Prometheus as a Data Source in Grafana

Simple Granana Dashboard for Monitoring ROS

You can then view this information via a Grafana Dashboard:

Additional Monitoring Topics

 

Monitoring is an expansive topic, and this guide could drag on with endless rules and 
probes to test all sorts of different scenarios. You should monitor, test, and alert on metrics 
and use cases that are relevant to your app and what you want to optimize for. You may be 
using Realm to back a webapp and so want to measure response time or perhaps Realm is 
backing a middleware tier and you want to autoscale the service when the requests per 
second reach a certain threshold. Only you will know what is appropriate for your particular 
app.

Alerting on free disk space

We do recommend always alerting on disk size however. Without free space the realm 
system will not be able to sync new data and may not even be able to accept new 
connections. Here is a sample rule set that sends a variety of increasing severity alerts as 
the volume continue to fill up

    - name: alerts1
      rules:2
      - alert: TenantVolumeHalfFull3
        expr: (sum by(tenant,syncLabel)(ros_sync_disk_usage_bytes) / sum b4
        labels:5
          severity: warning6
          priority: "P3"7
        annotations:8
          summary: Tenant volume is half full9
          description: 'Tenant volume {{"{{"}} $labels.tenant {{"}}"}} is 10
          remediation: TenantVolumeUsageHigh11
      - alert: TenantVolumeAlmostFull12



        expr: (sum by (tenant) (ros_sync_disk_free_bytes) / (1024 * 1024)) 13
        for: 5m14
        labels:15
          severity: warning16
          priority: "P2"17
        annotations:18
          summary: Tenant volume is almost full (< 200Mi)19
          description: 'Tenant volume is almost full: {{"{{"}} $labels.ten20
          remediation: TenantVolumeUsageHigh21
      - alert: TenantVolumeFull22
        expr: (sum by (tenant) (ros_sync_disk_free_bytes) / (1024 * 1024)) 23
        for: 2m24
        labels:25
          severity: critical26
          priority: "P1"27
        annotations:28
          summary: Tenant volume is full29
          description: 'Tenant volume is full: {{"{{"}} $labels.tenant {{"30
          remediation: TenantVolumeUsageHigh31

It is also a good practice to pull statistics from your process monitoring tool which you 
should be using to run ROS. We recommend using pm2 and there are a variety of plugins 
that will pull statistics from pm2 and feed them into Prometheus. Alerting on restarts and 
low uptime is a must in a production system. Here are a few free packages to use:

PM2 Prometheus Explorer 
PM2 performance monitoring using Statsd and Graphite 

https://github.com/burningtree/pm2-prometheus-exporter
https://github.com/Tjatse/pm2-ant


Logging

Overview

All components of the Realm Object Server output logs to a standard interface which can 
then be piped to the console or more commonly to a file on disk. We like to recommend 
pm2 for more granular logging capabilities during development or testing.

However, in a production system, it is a best practice to offload the logs to a central logging 
repository which has more refined tools for detecting anomalies and performing root cause 
analysis. There are a variety of tools on the market today, Realm provides a walkthrough on 
how to set-up one such free system with Elasticsearch, Filebeat, and Kibana. See here for 
details:

Using PM2 for Logging for a single server

 

You can use pm2 to monitor the usage of ROS instances by:

pm2 monit 

This will print a GUI that will display both logs, CPU usage, and Memory usage.

pm2 also includes robust log management. You can use it to display logs in realtime in 
your console, log to a file, and rotate logs. Please see the pm2 Log Management 
documentation to set this up.

In addition, Realm Object Server includes built-in logging capabilities as well. You can 
supply a custom logger to the server via a start parameter. The server includes three logging
classes for this:

ConsoleLogger 

This class will just log directly to console. It is included in the default configuration of the 
server, so no changes are needed to use it.

https://realm.io/docs/tech-notes/rmp-walkthrough#adding-a-logging-system
http://pm2.keymetrics.io/docs/usage/log-management/


FileLogger 

This class will log directly to a file, but not the console. This cannot be used with pm2 
logging. To use add it to your server start function:

server.start({1
  logger: new FileLogger('myfile.log', 'info')2
})3

FileConsoleLogger 

Finally, this class will log to the console and a file. To use add it to your server start 
function:

server.start({1
  logger: new FileConsoleLogger('myfile.log', 'info')2
})3

Example: Adding a dedicated logging system

 

In this example, we will show you how to setup a more sophisticated logging system to pull 
logs from the various components of the Realm Platform at regular intervals. We will be 
using Elasticsearch and Kibana. We will use the Filebeat utility to complete the integration 
with Realm.

Install Elasticsearch and Filebeat

First, set up a new server or EC2 instance to use as the logging server. Once that’s done, 
SSH into it:

# Clear any pre-existing Java installs1



sudo apt-get remove --purge openjdk*2
3

# Add the Oracle repo4
sudo add-apt-repository -y ppa:webupd8team/java5

6
# Update the repo and install Java and wget7
sudo apt-get update8
sudo apt-get -y install oracle-java8-installer9
sudo apt-get install wget10

Then install Elasticsearch:

# Add Elasticsearch's key and repository1
wget -qO - https://artifacts.elastic.co/GPG-KEY-elasticsearch | sudo apt-k2
echo "deb https://artifacts.elastic.co/packages/5.x/apt stable main" | sud3
sudo apt-get update4

5
# Install Elasticsearch6
sudo apt-get install elasticsearch7
# Enable and start Elasticsearch8
sudo systemctl daemon-reload9
sudo systemctl enable elasticsearch.service10
sudo systemctl start elasticsearch.service11

Elasticsearch is now installed and listening on port 9200 by default. Next, let’s set-up 
Filebeat on the Realm Object Server and Realm Sync Worker. SSH back to the sync worker 
machine, not the logging machine:

# Set up the Filebeat repo and install1
echo "deb https://artifacts.elastic.co/packages/5.x/apt stable main" | sud2
sudo apt-get update3
sudo apt-get install filebeat4

If you use an initial template to build the Realm Object Server via ros init  a default file 

log file called log.txt  will be created in the realm object server folder. Otherwise you can 

add the following to your server startConfig  in your index.ts :



index.ts

       logger: new FileConsoleLogger(path.join(__dirname, '../log.txt'), '1
           file: {2
               timestamp: true,3
               level: 'debug'4
           },5
           console: {6
               level: 'info'7
           }8
       }),9

Add the following to your filebeat.prospectors 

filebeat.prospectors

# Each - is a prospector. Most options can be set at the prospector level, 1
# you can use different prospectors for various configurations.2
# Below are the prospector specific configurations.3

4
- input_type: log5

6
  # Paths that should be crawled and fetched. Glob based paths.7
  paths:8
    - /home/ubuntu/testROS/log.txt9
  tail_files: true10

11
output.elasticsearch:12
  # Array of hosts to connect to.13
  hosts: ["<logging_server_hostname>:9200"]14

Now let’s edit Filebeat’s configuration file at /etc/filebeat/filebeat.yml . This is a YAML

file, so watch the indentation!

input:1
      paths:2
        - /var/log/realm-sync-worker.log3
      tail_files: true4
output:5
  elasticsearch:6
    hosts: ["<logging_server_hostname>:9200"]7



Then, start Filebeat, so it picks up the config change:

sudo systemctl start filebeat

We also want to get the logs from our Realm Object Server, so let’s SSH to that host as well 
and set up Filebeat there, too:

# Set up the Filebeat repo and install1
echo "deb https://artifacts.elastic.co/packages/5.x/apt stable main" | sud2
sudo apt-get update3
sudo apt-get install filebeat4

The changes to Filebeat’s configuration file at /etc/filebeat/filebeat.yml  are similar, 

but just with a different log file path:

input:1
      paths:2
        - /var/log/realm-object-server.log3
      tail_files: true4
output:5
  elasticsearch:6
    hosts: ["<logging_server_hostname>:9200"]7

Then, start Filebeat over here, too:

sudo systemctl start filebeat

Now, let’s SSH back to the logging server. We need to set up Elasticsearch for the incoming 
Filebeat connections. Edit its configuration file at 
/etc/elasticsearch/elasticsearch.yml  and edit its network.host  block:



network.host: '0.0.0.0'

Finally, restart Elasticsearch:

sudo systemctl restart elasticsearch

Install Kibana

Kibana is another product from Elasticsearch that lets us visualize the logs and provides a 
UI.

SSH back to the logging server. (We’re almost done with the SSH hopping, we promise.)

The Elasticsearch package repository is already set up, so installing it over here is pretty 
easy:

sudo apt-get update1
sudo apt-get install kibana2

3
# enable and start the service4
sudo systemctl enable kibana5
sudo systemctl start kibana6

Update the kibana config to allow remote hosts to view by going to 
/etc/kibana/kibana.yml and change the server.host to this:

server.host: "0.0.0.0"

Now, let’s login to our Kibana server! Go to http://<logging_server_hostname>:5601  in a 

web browser. The Kibana configuration page will open. Create an index pattern with the 



Setting up an instance in Kabana

Viewing logs in Kibana

name filebeat-* , and enter @timestamp  as the Time-field name:

Now, you can go to the Discover tab, and select a recent time interval, such as the last 15 
minutes. Start generating some connections to the Realm Object Server, and you should 
start to see Kibana populating with logs:

Not what you were looking for? Leave Feedback

https://realm3.typeform.com/to/A4guM3


Backup

The Realm Object Server provides one or two backup systems, depending on your Edition.

The manual backup system is included in all versions of the Realm Platform via a 
command line utility. It can be triggered during server operations to create a copy of the 
data in the Object Server.
The synchronous backup system, available in the Professional and Enterprise Editions, 
is a backup slave running alongside the master Realm Object Server. The backup slave 
continuously receives changes across all Realms.

Both systems create a data directory from which the Realm Object Server can be restarted 
after a server crash. The backed up data consists of the keys, the user Realms, user 
account information, and all other metadata used by the Realm Object Server. Backup can 
be made from a running Realm Object Server without taking it offline.

Manual backup

The manual backup is a console command that backs up a running instance of the Realm 
Object Server. This command can be executed on a server without shutting it down, any 
number of times, in order to create an “at rest” backup that can be stored on long-term 
storage for safekeeping. In order to be as agnostic as possible regarding the way the 
backup will be persisted, the command simply creates a directory structure containing 
everything the server needs to get started again in the event of a disk failure.

Because Realms can be modified during the backup process, the backup command uses 
Realm’s transaction features to take a consistent snapshot of each Realm. However, since 
the server is running continuously, the backed up Realms do not represent the state of the 
server at one particular instant in time. A Realm added to the server while a backup is in 
progress might be completely left out of the backup. Such a Realm will be included in the 
next backup.

To run ros backup  at the command line, type:

ros backup -f SOURCE -t TARGET



SOURCE  is the data directory of the Realm Object Server.

TARGET  is the directory where the backup files will be placed. This directory must be 

empty or absent when the backup starts for safety reasons.

After the backup command completes, TARGET  will be a directory containing all keys and 

Realms needed for backup.

Server Recovery From A Backup

If the data of a Realm Object Server is lost or otherwise corrupted, a new Realm Object 
Server can be restarted with the backed up data. This is done simply by stopping the server, 
if needed, and placing the latest backup directory into the Realm Object Server’s data 
directory. After the backup has been fully placed in the Realm Object Server’s data directory, 
the server may be restarted.

Client Recovery From A Backup

Any data added to the Object Server after its most recent backup will be lost when the 
server is restored from that backup. Since Realm Database clients communicate with the 
Realm Object Server continuously, though, it’s possible for clients to have been updated 
with that newer data that’s no longer on the server.

In the case of such an inconsistency, the Realm Object Server will send an error message to 
the client, and refuse to synchronize data.

The client side APIs will emit a “client reset” exception or error and give the app the 
possibility to reset the Realm and download the data from the server.

If client reset happens, the client will lose any data that was not included in the backup 
data. The best way to minimize this potential data loss is to use the synchronous backup 
system. If you can’t do that, run the manual backup system frequently.

Not what you were looking for? Leave Feedback

https://realm3.typeform.com/to/A4guM3


Manual Deployment Instructions

ROS EE Architecture

Background

This document will walk you through how to set-up a small Realm Enterprise Cluster spread 
out across 4 nodes. In this guide, we will be using Ubuntu 16.04 although RHEL/CentOS is 
also supported. We will deploy 3 nodes of the replicated sync-worker service, this is the 
stateful service that stores the realm data, serves the realm sync clients, and merges 
conflicts if necessary. It is stateful and can be scaled out horizontally. Clients will 
automatically be distributed across the available pool of sync-workers by the 
Sync Proxy Service . The proxy service will deployed on the 4th node along with a variety 

of other stateless services which combined form Realm Core Services . The core services 

can be scaled independently of each other based upon load and are directed traffic from 
realm mobile sync clients by an external facing load balancer, such as AWS ELB or a F5. 
The one exception to this is the Realm Directory Service  where only one can exist in the 

cluster. Because core services pull their state from the backend sync workers they can be 
destroyed and brought up at will.

These commands and the installation of prerequisites are typically not done 
manually by an operator but instead is done with a configuration management 
tool like Chef, Puppet, Ansible, or Salt. These scripts are triggered on failure of a 
server which can be provided by a monitoring tool or for initial deployment 
which is usually manually started.

Additionally, it is recommended to use a process monitor like pm2 to ensure that 
the process stays up or is restarted in the event of error or reboot, see here for 
instructions.

 

http://pm2.keymetrics.io/


Prerequisite: Consul Installation

The first thing to do when setting up Realm Enterprise Cluster is to get Consul up, running, 
and healthy. Consul servers as the distributed key-value store for the cluster, allowing for 
disparate services to discover each other by registering their network locations IP and ports. 
It also serves to facilitate failover should a master sync worker fail, it will use its consensus 
protocol to elect a new leader.

You will need 3 nodes for a typical production set-up.

Perform these steps on each of the three nodes:

ubuntu@ip-10-237-244-116:~$ sudo apt-get install unzip -y1
2

#Get the latest:3
ubuntu@ip-10-237-244-116:~$ wget https://releases.hashicorp.com/consul/1.04

5
#Unzip -6
ubuntu@ip-10-237-244-116:~$ unzip consul_1.0.5_linux_amd64.zip7

8
#Move the binary9
ubuntu@ip-10-237-244-116:~$ sudo mv consul /usr/local/bin10

11
#Now we will create the unit file for systemd12
ubuntu@ip-10-237-244-116:~$ sudo vi /etc/systemd/system/consul.service13

Paste the following into your unit file:

consul.service

[Unit]1
Description=consul agent2
Requires=network-online.target3
After=network-online.target4

5
[Service]6
EnvironmentFile=-/etc/sysconfig/consul7
Environment=GOMAXPROCS=28
Restart=on-failure9
ExecStart=/usr/local/bin/consul agent -config-dir=/etc/consul.d10



ExecReload=/bin/kill -HUP $MAINPID11
KillSignal=SIGINT12

13
[Install]14
WantedBy=multi-user.target15

Now we will create the Consul Configuration File:

ubuntu@ip-10-237-244-116:~$ sudo mkdir -p /etc/consul.d1
ubuntu@ip-10-237-244-116:~$ sudo vi /etc/consul.d/config.json2

Paste in the following:

config.json

{1
  "datacenter": "HUMAN READABLE NAME FOR CONSUL CLUSTER",2
  "data_dir": "/var/lib/consul",3
  "log_level": "INFO",4
  "server": true,5
  "bind_addr": "{{ GetInterfaceIP \"eth0\" }}",6
  "client_addr": "0.0.0.0",7
  "retry_join": [8
    "IP ADDRESS OF HOST IN CLUSTER",9
    "IP ADDRESS OF HOST IN CLUSTER",10
    "IP ADDRESS OF HOST IN CLUSTER"11
  ],12
  "bootstrap_expect": NUMBER OF ITEMS IN retry_join,13
  "ui": true14
}15

Then run:

ubuntu@ip-10-237-244-116:~$ sudo mkdir /var/lib/consul1
ubuntu@ip-10-237-244-116:~$ sudo systemctl daemon-reload2
ubuntu@ip-10-237-244-116:~$ sudo systemctl enable consul3
ubuntu@ip-10-237-244-116:~$ sudo systemctl start consul4



Consul Dashboard

Validating your setup

Finally, once all the nodes are set up, run this on any node to validate the cluster:

ubuntu@ip-10-237-244-116:~$ consul members

Your output will look like this, though names and addresses will be different:

Node       Address              Status  Type    Build  Protocol  DC   Segm1
consul-01  10.247.245.117:8301  alive   server  1.0.5  2         dc1  <all2
consul-02  10.169.254.231:8301  alive   server  1.0.5  2         dc1  <all3
consul-03  10.157.13.237:8301  alive   server  1.0.5  2         dc1  <all>4

You can also open the Consul Web UI at http://ADDRESS_OF_NODE_IN_CLUSTER:8500  and 

see if all the nodes are accounted for. The consul service should show up green in the 
dashboard with all the nodes reporting healthy.

Realm Object Server Enterprise Installation

 

This guide will assume that we are installing our sync workers on the same hosts as each 
consul node. While this is fine for smaller deployments, in larger production deployments 
the recommendation is to have a dedicated consul cluster where each consul node lives in 
a fault zone or Availability Zone in AWS parlance. You can read more on these topics here:

Consul Architecture 
AWS Console Architecture Guide

https://www.consul.io/docs/internals/architecture.html
https://aws.amazon.com/quickstart/architecture/consul/


You will always want to start at least two sync workers (master and slave). You 
may also start a third which will server as a spare.

Services: What are they?

First, we'll start with some background of the services in the Realm Cluster. The Realm 
Object Server (ROS) has a service architecture where there is an outer shell that is the Server
which then coordinates X number of services. The Server does things like start all the 
services up, route networking to endpoints defined in a service, aggregate logs across 
services, etc.

So when you start “Core Services” you start a Server with various core services within it: 
Permissions, Auth, SyncProxy, Realms (Realm Directory), Welcome, Health, etc.

The Server has its own port that it listens to because it has to route connections to 
endpoints defined in a service such as /auth in the Auth service to handle REST login 
requests.

Auth Service

The AuthService is for authentication users on a Realm mobile sync client and giving them 
an access token if the authentication is successful. Realm provides pre-built auth providers 
like username/password or JWT but the class can also be subclassed and your own 
authentication system injected.

SyncProxyService

The SyncProxyService is for proxying or directing inbound connections to the appropriate 
backend sync worker that holds the realm the client has requested.

RealmDirectoryService

The RealmDirectoryService keeps track of the location of the realm files on the sync 
worker(s). You can only have 1 because you need to ensure a Realm file is recorded as 
being on 1 sync worker in the Enterprise Cluster because a realm is only ever served from 
one master sync-worker at a time (in order to merge conflicts) If there were two 



RealmDirectory services running in parallel, this could result in the same Realm file being 
recorded in two locations when clients initially connect. This is due to the nature of how 
synced Realms are eventually consistent and you need a consistent data store for Realm 
locations.

PermissionsService

The PermissionsService controls access to all Realms on the cluster. It keeps an entry of 
each realm, the default permissions for this realm, and which users have access to this 
realm via read, write, or admin permissions. A user is given an internal Realm access token 
with the permissions for the realm the user is trying to access.

LogService

The LogService collects logs from the Server process and outputs them to a specific stream 
or file location, more configuration parameters can be found here.

HeathService

The HealthService brings up /health endpoint used to check the health of the server. This is 
useful to query as part of a monitoring system which could then trigger a redeployment in 
the case of health failure. Health services should be deployed on each sync worker and if 
all health services go down on a sync worker group and not return a success code then the 
health service on the proxy will return failure. This is useful for trigger a DR failover.

WelcomeService

The WelcomeService displays a webpage at the configured server port that directs the user 
to download Studio for their various platform. Studio is an electron app that allows for 
administrative capabilities of the Realm Enterprise Cluster. See here for more information:

GraphQLService

The GraphQLService allows for web integration into Realm Enterprise Cluster, allowing a 
REST query to retrieve or manipulate data using the GraphQL query language. It is pulled in 
by a separate NPM package and is deployed as part of the Core Services app. See here for 
more information.



ReplicatedSyncService

The ReplicatedSyncService is the workhorse of the Realm Enterprise Cluster and is 
colloquially known as a sync worker. This service stores the Realm data for sync clients, 
serves sync Websocket connection, and if data conflicts are detected; merges the changes. 
The ReplicatedSyncService must be deployed in groups of 2 to allow for failover and 
replication but the best practice is to deploy with 3 sync workers in a single group.

Installing the Sync Workers

Now let’s set-up your sync worker group, ssh  to your first consul node. It is assumed that 

you have followed the instructions to install the Realm prerequisites here

However, we will proceed assuming that none of the Realm related packages are installed 
globally, instead they will be part of the local node packages. This is more analogous to 
Enterprise servers which may have global packages locked down and root access 
prohibited.

ubuntu@consul-01:~$ mkdir syncWorker11
ubuntu@consul-01:~$ cd syncWorker1/2
ubuntu@consul-01:~/syncWorker1$ vi syncWorker.js3

Now take the SyncWorker JS App and paste in the code, fill in any variables specific to your 
environment, then save the changes.

SYNC_ADDRESS  is used by the proxy and other workers to connect to the worker, 

so this cannot be 127.0.0.1  or 0.0.0.0 , use the real address at which the 

worker is to be found on the network.

SYNC_LABEL  defines the sync worker group which serves as a single shard for 

load balancing. Should be default  in the unbalanced case.

SYNC_ID  uniquely identifies a sync worker among its worker group.

https://github.com/realm/realm-server-side-samples/blob/master/07-enterprise-architecture-manual-deployment/syncWorker.js


Now create a package.json  file in the same folder and put in your dependencies, it should 

look like this:

package.json

{ 1
    "dependencies": 2
    { 3
        "realm-object-server-enterprise": "^3.0.2",4
        "realm-object-server": "^3.1.0"5
    } 6
}7

You’ll notice in the JS app code that we need a public-private key pair, this generates a 
token that is used across the cluster to authenticate the various Realm servers and services.
The key pair must be the same across all nodes for the cluster to communicate effectively. 
We will use OpenSSL to generate a token on the first node but consult your security team 
for their best practices.

ubuntu@consul-01: mkdir-p data/keys1
ubuntu@consul-01: cd data/keys2
# First generate the private key3
ubuntu@consul-01:~/syncWorker1/data/keys$ openssl genpkey -algorithm RSA -4
# Then pull a public key out of it5
ubuntu@consul-01:~/syncWorker1/data/keys$ openssl rsa -pubout -in auth.key 6
# Now install the dependencies7
ubuntu@consul-01:~/syncWorker1$ npm install8

Now go to each other Consul node and repeat the same steps. You will need to copy the 
auth.pub  and auth.key  from the first sync worker to all other realm services - you can 

use rsync, scp, or a NFS/NAS to distribute the keys.

You can now start each sync worker with the command:

ubuntu@consul-01:~/syncWorker1$ node syncWorker.js



You should see a “Server Started” message and then you should go check the consul UI by 
going to the IP on port 8500 in a web browser. The sync service should show up green and 
healthy. This will bind the node process to the terminal window, to run the process in the 
background you could set up a Unit file or use a tool like pm2

Now we will setup the final piece of our cluster: the CoreServices node. SSH  to this new 

node and install the Realm prerequisites like you did with the sync workers.

ubuntu@coreServices-01:~$ mkdir coreServices1
ubuntu@coreServices-01:~$ cd coreServices/2
ubuntu@coreServices-01:~/coreServices$ vi coreServices.js3

Now take the CoreServices JS App and paste in the code, fill in any variables specific to 
your environment, then save the changes.

You will need to fill in the advertiseAddress  with IP or DNS address of the NATed address 

of CoreServices if you are behind a NAT. The consulHost should be an IP or DNS address of 
the cluster of Consul hosts. Generally, you would use a Consul agent deployed on the 
localhost and point coreServices to 127.0.0.1  If you are unable to deploy a Consul Agent 

onto the coreServices host then you can use a load balancer round-robin scheme or a DNS 
name with all three Consul hosts. If you only place one IP in there then you will not have 
failover if one Consul host fails.

Now create a package.json  file in the same folder and put in your dependencies, it should 

look like this:

package.json

{ 1
    "dependencies": 2
    { 3
        "realm-object-server-enterprise": "^3.0.2",4
        "realm-object-server": "^3.1.0"5
    } 6
}7

https://github.com/realm/realm-server-side-samples/blob/master/07-enterprise-architecture-manual-deployment/coreServices.js


Consul Success

You will need to copy the auth.pub and auth.key from any of the sync worker to the core 
services.

# Now install the dependencies1
ubuntu@coreServices-01:~/coreServices$ npm install2
# And start the process3
ubuntu@coreServices-01:~/coreServices$ node coreServices.js4

You should see in the logs something like:

info: Realm Object Server has started and is listening on http://0.0.0.0:91
Your server is started at 0.0.0.0:90802

Be sure to add your sync workers and core services to the server's startup boot 
process. It is recommended to use a process monitor like pm2 to restart the 
process should it ever go down. If using pm2 then the commands to add the 
process to startup would be:

pm2 startup 

pm2 save 

You can then check the Consul UI to see that all the services are showing as green:

Login to validate your setup

The last and final test would be to connect using Studio to the IP and port of the Core 
Services node using the adminToken  which can be found in the data/keys/admin.json 



Not what you were looking for? Leave Feedback

https://realm3.typeform.com/to/A4guM3


Upgrading

Migrating from ROS 1.x

There is a built-in migration tool in the CLI which converts the old ROS (1.x) metadata into 
the new schema and (optionally) copies the user Realms to the new location. The user 
Realms are not converted by this tool, because ROS itself performs the necessary low-level 
conversion of the Realms when it starts.

In the examples we assume that the old server is running in a root dir 
/srv/old-root  and is using keys /srv/keys/auth.key  and 

/srv/keys/auth.pub  .

Migration consists of the following steps.

1. Stop ROS 1.x
2. Run the migration tool

mkdir -p /srv/new-root # should be an empty dir1
2

ros migrate --from /srv/old-root --to /srv/new-root/ --copyrealms3

If you use custom paths in the ROS 1.x configuration then omit --copyrealms and 

copy the user Realms manually since the CLI doesn’t support configuring the custom 
path.

3. Copy the keys
Skip this if you intend to store the keys in a different place and point to them with 
--private-key  and --public-key  flags.

KEYDIR=/srv/new-ros/keys # ROS 2.x uses 'keys' subdir by default1
mkdir -p /srv/new-ros/keys2



cp /srv/keys/auth.{key,pub} /srv/new-ros/keys/3

4. Start ROS 2.x

ros start -d /srv/new-ros

Compatibility With 1.x

The 2.0 server is not backwards compatible with 1.x-compatible client SDKs. This means 
that if you upgrade your server in production, apps running 1.x-compatible SDKs will stop 
syncing until they are updated to 2.0-compatible SDKs.

What is the cause of the backwards compatibility?

The unique capability of Realm Platform is our ability to sync data changes that occurred 
offline seamlessly. The algorithms powering this functionality are novel and we identified a 
way to drastically improve the performance when merging out-of-order operations. These 
optimizations required that we add a unique and stable identifier to every object. This 
identifier is internal (we might expose in the future given that applications could utilize it), 
so it doesn’t change the outward experience at all, but at a protocol-level this is where the 
lack of backwards compatibility comes from.

Upgrading Deployed 1.x app

These instructions are subject to change but are provided for reference.

The general steps include:

Deploy a new version of the app using a 1.x-compatible SDK that has logic to react to 
an error callback triggered when the app connects to a 2.0 server. This logic should 
display UI to inform the user to upgrade the app.



Allow the user base to upgrade to this new version.
Submit a new version of the app using a 2.0-compatible SDK to the App Store, but 
prevent it from immediate public release.
Once the 2.0-compatible version of the app is available for public release, plan the 
upgrade of the Realm Object Server to 2.0 alongside the public release of the 2.0 
compatible app in the App Store.

The resulting user experience should be that a user on the 1.x version of the app will 
connect to the newly upgraded 2.0 server and receive visual instructions in the app to go to 
the App Store to update to continue syncing. Because the 2.0 app in the App Store was 
made available publicly alongside the upgrade, the user should be able to immediate 
update and connect to the new server.

For apps deployed through enterprise App Stores that can control when the app gets 
updated, this process will be simpler. The complicated nature is due to the fact that 
developers of apps on the public App Stores have less control over their users’ upgrade 
process.

Finally, we can provide custom workarounds to enable running two Realm Object Servers in 
parallel to further ease the upgrade experience for end-users for paid customers.

Upgrading from ROS 2.x to 3.x

 

The upgrade process from ROS 2.x to 3.x is fairly straight forward. Additionally, any of the 
2.x client SDKs will continue to function with a 3.x server though it will not be as full 
featured. To upgrade, it is just a matter of upgrading like any other npm package

There are a number of things that changed between 2.x and 3.x. Most notably 
the way that permissions are handled if you used our partial sync beta. You'll 
want to take a look at how permissions are handled here

npm install realm-object-server@latest

https://docs.realm.io/platform/~/edit/primary/using-synced-realms/access-control


Not what you were looking for? Leave Feedback

https://realm3.typeform.com/to/A4guM3


Security



Security Recommendations

The Realm Database can be configured to encrypt data at rest when using Realm on the 
mobile device. Enabling encryption of a realm file is as simple as adding a single line of 
code to the realm configuration. iOS, macOS, tvOS and watchOS versions of Realm use the 
CommonCrypto library whereas the Windows uses the built-in Crypto library and Android 
platforms use OpenSSL. Once a realm file has been created with an encryption key, that key 
will then be required every time that file is subsequently opened. If any attempts are made 
to open the file with the incorrect key (or no key at all), Realm will simply return an error 
stating that the database was ‘invalid’.

The User supplies a 64 byte encryption key. We recommend that this key is stored in the 
secure keychain or keystore of the device, of which most newer devices provide APIs 
backed by dedicated secure hardware (see Apple’s security white paper or Android’s security 
white paper for more information). The first 32 bytes are used for encryption. The next 24 
bytes are used for the signature, with the remaining 8 bytes not used currently. In terms of 
how specifically we approach encryption: each 4KB block of data is encrypted with AES-
256 using cipher block chaining (CBC) mode and a unique initialization vector (IV) which is 
never reused within a file, and then signed with a SHA-2 HMAC.

This strategy covers most attack vectors. The only option left for an attacker is to try to 
gain access to the pieces of decrypted data that is temporarily cached in-memory. On non-
jailbroken devices there are operating system safeguards against this and in general this 
issue exists irrelevant of where the data originated from. In order to combat devices that 
can be jailbroken or rooted, giving an actor root-level privileges to the device, several Mobile 
Device Management (MDM) software providers or 3rd party libraries can be used. These 
give the ability to detect this level of corruption and remove sensitive data and apps from 
the device as well as flag the individual. The app developer can choose to employ a 3rd 
party library to detect if the device has been rooted or jailbroken, and refuse the user access 
to the app.

https://www.apple.com/business/docs/iOS_Security_Guide.pdf
https://static.googleusercontent.com/media/enterprise.google.com/en//android/static/files/android-for-work-security-white-paper.pdf


Swift

// Generate a random encryption key1
2

var key = Data(count: 64)3
4

_ = key.withUnsafeMutableBytes { bytes in5
6

  SecRandomCopyBytes(kSecRandomDefault, 64, bytes)7
8

}9
10

// Open the encrypted Realm file11
12

let config = Realm.Configuration(encryptionKey: key)13
14

do {15
16

  let realm = try Realm(configuration: config)17
18

  // Use the Realm as normal19
20

  let dogs = realm.objects(Dog.self).filter("name contains 'Fido'")21
22

} catch let error as NSError {23
24

  // If the encryption key is wrong, `error` will say that it's an i25
26

  fatalError("Error opening realm: \(error)")27
28

}29



Java

byte[] key = new byte[64];

new SecureRandom().nextBytes(key);1
2

RealmConfiguration config = new RealmConfiguration.Builder()3
4

  .encryptionKey(key)5
6

  .build();7
8

Realm realm = Realm.getInstance(config);9
10

Realm Object Server11
12

Coupled with the Realm Database, the Realm Object Server is the othe13
14

proxy: 15
16

https: 17
18

enable: true 19
20

listen_address: ‘192.168.0.2' 21
22

certificate_path ‘/etc/realm/myCert.pem`23
24

private_key_path ‘/etc/realm/myKey.pem`25
26

http: 27
28

enable: false29

Because this is for syncing with mobile devices you cannot use a self-signed certificate and 
because this certificate will also be used for the ROS dashboard you should make sure that 
you install your certificate in your web browser. Be sure to allow only read and execute 
permissions on the certificates, for instance:



sudo chmod 500 myCert.pem

For more details on how to generate and set-up these certificates see Securing with Let's 
Encrypt.

Network security is the foundation of any security posture. You may have noticed that the 
listen_address was filled in with an IP address in the above HTTPS proxy setting. This will 
tell the realm process to listen on a specific interface attached to the server rather than the 
default :: or 0.0.0.0  which will listen on all interfaces. It is recommended that the 

interface you specify is placed in a DMZ subnet which is locked down and behind a 
network firewall.

Network security should also be applied on the host server. On an Ubuntu server you can do 
this by using ufw, such as:

sudo apt-get install ufw1
2

sudo ufw enable3
4

sudo ufw deny http5
6

sudo ufw allow ssh7
8

sudo ufw allow 9443/tcp9

At this point you can further lock it down by setting up a default deny rule that will drop 
traffic that has not been specifically allowed. Be careful not to lock yourself out of your own 
server by blocking access! Take note of all known services and ports including statsd and 
ssh when setting up your linux firewall.

SSH is the most common method to access the command line of your server and should be
treated with the utmost protection. It is recommended to use a public/private key pair to 
login, to change the default port, and to disable root access. As an example to do this on 
Ubuntu open /etc/ssh/sshd_config and change the following parameters:



Port 26751
2

Protocol 2 3
4

PermitRootLogin no5

Then restart the ssh service. It is also recommended to lock down sudo with a secure auth 
service and explicitly control who can perform actions on the server with role based access 
control. There are many more server side recommendations for security such as disabling 
shared memory, enabling SELinux, further hardening of network settings around DNS and 
IP spoofing, and not least of which is enabling disk encryption. For Ubuntu, eCryptfs is the 
recommendation.

Your application stack and server exposure will determine how much security hardening 
you need. Adding an intrusion detection and prevention system as well as denial of service 
protection can be a costly task but will pay off in the unlikely event you are subject to one 
of these attack vectors. Feel free to contact Realm to discuss what your risk tolerance is 
and what level of security investment is needed.

Not what you were looking for? Leave Feedback

https://help.ubuntu.com/lts/serverguide/ecryptfs.html
https://realm3.typeform.com/to/A4guM3


Securing with Let's Encrypt

So, you've developed an app with the Realm Platform, and you're ready to go live. Before 
you hit the publish button though, consider the fact that it's the 21st century---your users 
expect that their data is secure and not being snooped on. Imagine how much a privacy 
scandal would hurt the adoption of your app! The good news is that it takes only 10--15 
minutes to setup proper encryption.

Let's Encrypt is free and automated---no need to deal with email reminders, copying 
certificates, or paying fees. What's not to like?

Before we begin 

 

These instructions apply to setting up a Realm Object Server on a Ubuntu instance. For self-
sufficiency's sake, I'll include all commands needed to make it work there, but will also link 
to the official docs if you have a different setup.

To obtain a certificate, you'll need to have a domain name registered. If you're hosting your 
server on a public cloud, Let's Encrypt won't let you register a certificate for a DNS with the 
cloud provider's top-level domain (e.g., myserver.something.azure.com ).

Finally, this guide will assume you have a very basic understanding of Linux. If you know 
what ls  does and how to quit vim, you're good to go. (If you know how to recompile the 

kernel, then I'm afraid you'll get bored with these instructions rather quickly.)

Installing the Realm Object Server 

 

If your server is hosted in a cloud environment, you'll probably need to open ports 9080  

and 9443 ; those are used by Realm for http  and https  traffic respectively. 

Additionally, you'll need to open 443 , as it will be used by Let's Encrypt to verify domain 

ownership. If you're self-hosting, you may need to open them in the built-in firewall:

https://realm.io/products/realm-mobile-platform/
https://letsencrypt.org/
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/11828270/how-to-exit-the-vim-editor


sudo ufw allow 9080/tcp1
sudo ufw allow 9443/tcp2
sudo ufw allow 443/tcp3
sudo ufw reload4

Instructions for other Linux distributions can be found under Troubleshooting

After this, setting up ROS is fairly straightforward. You can find the instructions here.

You should now be able to connect to your ROS instance via Realm Studio to create an 
admin user.

Now that the server is installed, let's configure it---fire up your favorite editor (which clearly is 
vim) and edit /src/index.ts . There are a bunch of useful configuration options there, but 

what we care about is the proxy:https  section, which is roughly in the middle of the file. 

Let's uncomment the settings and set the certificate paths. The https  section of your 

index.ts  will look roughly like the following:

        // Enable the HTTPS Server.1
        // https?: boolean = false2
        https: true,3

4
        // The port on which to listen for HTTPS connections.5
        // httpsAddress?: string = '0.0.0.0',6
        // httpsAddress: '0.0.0.0',7

8
        // The address on which to listen for HTTPS connections.9
        // httpsPort?: number = 944310
        // httpsPort: 9443,11

12
        // The path to your HTTPS private key in PEM format. Required if H13
        // httpsKeyPath?: string14
        httpsKeyPath: '/etc/realm/keys/privkey.pem',15

16
        // The path to your HTTPS certificate chain in PEM format. Require17
        // httpsCertChainPath?: string18
        httpsCertChainPath: '/etc/realm/keys/fullchain.pem',19

http://www.viemu.com/a-why-vi-vim.html


If you restart the server now with npm start , you'll notice that it fails to start due to 

configuration errors---the certificate paths are invalid. We'll fix them in a bit.

Obtaining certificates 

 

There are a gazillion ACME clients for Let's Encrypt out there, but we'll use the 
recommended one, Certbot. Let's install it and fire it up:

# install certbot1
sudo apt-get install software-properties-common2
sudo add-apt-repository ppa:certbot/certbot3
sudo apt-get update4
sudo apt-get install certbot5

6
# fire it up in certonly mode7
sudo certbot certonly8

(Instructions for other Linux flavors can be found on the Certbot website.)

Now, you should be presented with a question---do you want to spin up a temporary server, 
or use webroot? Unless you already have a web server running on that box, you should 
probably choose the former.

Next you'll be asked for domain name(s). Since Let's Encrypt won't issue wildcard 
certificates and you probably don't want to host your website on that box, you can setup a 
DNS record for something like ros.myserver.com  and point it to your server. If everything 

goes well, certbot will negotiate with Let's Encrypt and place your certificates in 
/etc/letsencrypt/live/ros.myserver.com/ .

Providing the certificates to the Object Server 

 

https://letsencrypt.org/docs/client-options/
https://certbot.eff.org/
https://certbot.eff.org/


Now we have ROS and our certificates, but there are a few more things to do before being 
able to relax and enjoy our secure communication. By default, certbot will apply severe 
restrictions on who can read the certificates folder---and that's a good thing---but those 
restrictions will prevent ROS from accessing that folder, too. We don't want to mess with 
certbot's permissions structure, so instead we'll copy relevant certificates to the 
/etc/realm/keys  folder.

First, let's create the directory:

sudo mkdir /etc/realm/keys1
sudo chown realm:realm /etc/realm/keys2
sudo chmod 500 /etc/realm/keys3

This creates the folder, changes the owner to realm  (the user under which ROS runs), and 

sets the permissions to read and execute so ROS can access files within.

At this point we could copy the files manually inside the folder, but that's not future-proofed-
--Let's Encrypt certificates are relatively short-lived (90 days), so you'd need to not only 
renew sooner rather than later, you'd have to remember to copy the files, which is error-
prone. Instead, we'll prepare a certbot renew hook script that will be executed after 
successful renewal:

#!/bin/sh1
2

set -e3
4

for domain in $RENEWED_DOMAINS; do5
        case $domain in6
        ros.myserver.com) # <- Update this with your own server7
                realm_cert_root=/etc/realm/keys8

9
                # Make sure the certificate and private key files are10
                # never world readable, even for an instant, while11
                # we're copying them into realm_cert_root.12
                umask 07713

14
                cp "$RENEWED_LINEAGE/fullchain.pem" "$realm_cert_root/full15
                cp "$RENEWED_LINEAGE/privkey.pem" "$realm_cert_root/privke16

17

https://unix.stackexchange.com/questions/21251/execute-vs-read-bit-how-do-directory-permissions-in-linux-work/21252#21252
https://certbot.eff.org/docs/using.html#renewing-certificates


                # Apply the proper file ownership and permissions for18
                # Realm to read its certificate and key.19
                chown realm:realm "$realm_cert_root/fullchain.pem" \20
                        "$realm_cert_root/privkey.pem"21
                chmod 400 "$realm_cert_root/fullchain.pem" \22
                        "$realm_cert_root/privkey.pem"23

24
                # restart ROS25
                systemctl restart realm-object-server26
                ;;27
        esac28
done29

Here's the human-readable explanation of the various steps:

1. Check that we're copying the correct certificate ( ros.myserver.com ) and avoid 

touching unrelated certificates.
2. Copy the new certificates to /etc/realm/keys .

3. Set the owner of the copied file to the realm  user.

4. Set permissions to "read" just for the file owner, and "none" for everyone else.
5. Restart ROS to make sure it picks up the new certificate.

Drop that in a non-public folder (e.g., /etc/realm/keys/ ) and make sure to make it 

executable ( chmod 500 /etc/realm/keys/post-renew.sh ).

Now, it's time to make sure everything works as expected:

sudo certbot renew --renew-hook /etc/realm/keys/post-renew.sh --force-renewa

This will force renewal and, upon success, execution of the renewal script. If everything 
goes according to plan, we should see the new certificates in the /etc/realm/keys  folder, 

and restarting the ROS service should be able to pick them up. Head over to the browser 
and verify that you can open https://ros.myserver.com:9443 .

The final step is to automate the renewal so we don't have to worry about the certificate 
expiring. Since we've verified that our post-renew script works as expected, we can safely 

setup a cron job to run the renew command:



sudo crontab -e1
2

# choose your favourite editor and paste this at the bottom of the file3
0 4 * * * certbot renew --renew-hook /etc/realm/keys/post-renew.sh --quiet4

Certbot will only renew certificates nearing expiration, so running it daily is perfectly fine.

Finale 

 

That's it. We now have a secured Realm Object Server instance that will renew and pick up 
new certificates without user interaction. It's a one-time setup that is definitely worth the 
effort to ensure that your users' data is not tampered with along the wire.

Not what you were looking for? Leave Feedback

https://realm3.typeform.com/to/A4guM3


Command-line Interface for ROS

General Usage

The Realm Object Server command-line utility provides additional functionality as well as a 
means to configure your server:

$ ros --help1
  Usage: ros [options] [command]2

3
4

  Options:5
6

    -V, --version  output the version number7
    -h, --help     output usage information8

9
10

  Commands:11
12

    start [options]               Start Realm Object Server13
    migrate [options]             Migrate data from Realm Object Server 1.14
    backup [options]              Create a backup of the Realm Object Serv15
    init [options] <projectName>  Create a new ROS project16

17
  Help for individual commands:18

19
    ros init --help20
    ros start --help21
    ros migrate --help22
    ros backup --help23

init

 

The ros init  command will create a Javascript or Typescript project that includes Realm 

Object Server for you.



When running a ros init  you will receive the latest version of the Realm 

Object Server even if your ROS cli is an older version. If you need to use a 
specific version of ROS, you can make these adjustments via NPM within your 
newly created project folder.



TypeScript

Let's say you want to create a project named MyServer . You can then run:

ros init MyServer

You'll now have a project directory structure that looks like this:

MyServer1
│   package.json2
└───src3
│   │   index.ts4

With TypeScript 2.5.3, you'll have a few more scripts that you can run:

npm build  which will build all the src/**/*.ts  files into equivalent 

dist/**/*.js  files

npm clean  which will clean all the js artifacts from dist/ 

npm start  which will build the .ts  files and run node dist/index.js 

To start MyServer:

1. go into the working directory by cd MyServer 

2. run npm start 

To run this in a production enviroment see the "Going Into Production" 
documentation.

You can configure the server by editing the index.ts  file which inclues comments 

on the available configuration options:

import { BasicServer } from 'realm-object-server'1



import * as path from 'path'2
3

const server = new BasicServer()4
5

server.start({6
        // This is the location where ROS will store its runtime dat7
        dataPath: path.join(__dirname, '../data')8

9
        // The address on which to listen for connections10
        // Default: 0.0.0.011
        // address?: string12

13
        // The port on which to listen for connections14
        // Default: 908015
        // port?: number16

17
        // Override the default list of authentication providers18
        // authProviders?: IAuthProvider[]19

20
        // Autogenerate public and private keys on startup21
        // autoKeyGen?: boolean22

23
        // Specify an alternative path to the private key. Otherwise24
        // privateKeyPath?: string 25

26
        // Specify an alternative path to the public key. Otherwise,27
        // publicKeyPath?: string28

29
        // The desired logging threshold. Can be one of: all, trace,30
        // Default: info31
        // logLevel?: string32

33
        // Enable the HTTPS Server.34
        // https?: boolean35

36
        // The port on which to listen for HTTPS connections.37
        // Default: 0.0.0.038
        // httpsAddress?: string39

40
        // The address on which to listen for HTTPS connections.41
        // Default: 944342
        // httpsPort?: number43

44
        // The path to your HTTPS private key in PEM format. Require45
        // httpsKeyPath?: string46

47
        // The path to your HTTPS certificate chain in PEM format. R48
        // httpsCertChainPath?: string49

50
        // Specify the length of time (in seconds) in which access t51
        // Default: 600 (ten minutes)52



        // accessTokenTtl?: number53
54

        // Specify the length of time (in seconds) in which refresh 55
        // Default: 3153600000 (ten years)56
        // refreshTokenTtl?: number57

58
        // Specify the largest size of changes considered for log co59
        // Default: 16000000 (16MB)60
        // maxDownloadSize?: number61
    })62
    .then(() => {63
        console.log(`Your server is started `, server.address)64
    })65
    .catch(err => {66
        console.error(`There was an error starting your file`)67
    })68



Javascript

If you prefer to use Javascript then you can create a JS Realm Object Server 
template with:

ros init MyServer --template js

You'll now have a project directory structure that looks like this:

MyServer1
│   package.json2
└───src3
│   │   index.js4

To start MyServer :

1. go into the working directory by running cd MyServer 

2. run npm start 

To run this in a production enviroment see the "Going Into Production" 
documentation.

You can configure the server by editing the index.js  file which inclues comments 

on the available configuration options:

const BasicServer = require('realm-object-server').BasicServer1
const path = require('path')2
const server = new BasicServer()3

4
server.start({5
        // This is the location where ROS will store its runtime dat6
        dataPath: path.join(__dirname, '../data')7

8
        // The address on which to listen for connections9
        // Default: 0.0.0.010



        // address?: string11
12

        // The port on which to listen for connections13
        // Default: 908014
        // port?: number15

16
        // Override the default list of authentication providers17
        // authProviders?: IAuthProvider[]18

19
        // Autogenerate public and private keys on startup20
        // autoKeyGen?: boolean21

22
        // Specify an alternative path to the private key. Otherwise23
        // privateKeyPath?: string 24

25
        // Specify an alternative path to the public key. Otherwise,26
        // publicKeyPath?: string27

28
        // The desired logging threshold. Can be one of: all, trace,29
        // Default: info30
        // logLevel?: string31

32
        // Enable the HTTPS Server.33
        // https?: boolean34

35
        // The port on which to listen for HTTPS connections.36
        // Default: 0.0.0.037
        // httpsAddress?: string38

39
        // The address on which to listen for HTTPS connections.40
        // Default: 944341
        // httpsPort?: number42

43
        // The path to your HTTPS private key in PEM format. Require44
        // httpsKeyPath?: string45

46
        // The path to your HTTPS certificate chain in PEM format. R47
        // httpsCertChainPath?: string48

49
        // Specify the length of time (in seconds) in which access t50
        // Default: 600 (ten minutes)51
        // accessTokenTtl?: number52

53
        // Specify the length of time (in seconds) in which refresh 54
        // Default: 3153600000 (ten years)55
        // refreshTokenTtl?: number56

57
        // Specify the largest size of changes considered for log co58
        // Default: 16000000 (16MB)59
        // maxDownloadSize?: number60
    })61



    .then(() => {62
        console.log(`Your server is started `, server.address)63
    })64
    .catch(err => {65
        console.error(`There was an error starting your file`)66
    })67

start

 

This command is meant for demo purposes only

The start  command will start the Realm Object Server and listen for connections. This 

mode is perfect for demoing or quickly starting the server. However, it will be tied to your 
terminal window and isn't recommended for production (use ros init ). By default, no 

arguments are needed. However, if you would like to adjust some behavior of Realm Object 
Server, you can provide some configuration options:

CLI Option Default Description

--data <path>  ./data 
This is the location where ROS will store its 
runtime data

--address <address>  0.0.0.0 
The address on which to listen for 
connections

--port <port>  9080  The port on which to listen for connections

--loglevel <level>  info 

The desired logging threshold. Can be one of: 
all , trace , debug , detail , info , 

warn , error , fatal , off) 



--logfile <path> 
Log to the specified file instead of the 
console

--no-auto-keygen 
Do not autogenerate public and private keys 
on startup

--private-key <path> 

Specify an alternative path to the private key. 
Otherwise, it is expected to be under the data 
path.

--public-key <path> 

Specify an alternative path to the public key. 
Otherwise, it is expected to be under the data 
path.

--refresh-token-ttl 
<seconds> 

3153600000 

(ten years)

Specify the length of time (in seconds) in 
which refresh tokens are valid.

--access-token-ttl 
<seconds> 

600  (ten 

minutes)

Specify the length of time (in seconds) in 
which access tokens are valid.

--auth 
<provider1[,provider2 
...]> 

password 

Override the default list of authentication 
providers. Multiple auth providers may be 
specified by separating them with a comma.

--https  Enable the HTTPS Server.

--https-key <path> 
The path to your HTTPS private key in PEM 
format. Required if HTTPS is enabled.

--https-cert <path> 
The path to your HTTPS certificate chain in 
PEM format. Required if HTTPS is enabled.

--https-address 
<address> 

0.0.0.0 
The address on which to listen for HTTPS 
connections.

--https-port <port>  9443 
The port on which to listen for HTTPS 
connections.

Not what you were looking for? Leave Feedback

https://realm3.typeform.com/to/A4guM3


Server Side File Growth

Background

Realm's conflict resolution algorithm utilizes transaction logs to allow clients who have 
been offline for extended periods of time to come back online and properly synchronize 
their data without conflicts. However, this benefit comes with an added overhead of larger 
file sizes on the server side. To fully support all offline clients, the transaction logs need to 
be kept around. You can read more about this process in detail in our documentation on log 
compaction. To help manage this file growth, there are a number of solutions which are 
detailed below:

History TTL Setting

 

Over time as your app has had many, many sync transactions you may determine that it is 
no longer necessary to support very old clients (i.e. a user who has been offline for months 
because they have uninstalled the application). As a result, the server may discard some of 
these older transaction logs which will help minimize the overhead of the server's file 
storage size. This functionality is exposed by the historyTtl  setting which can be 

configured from your server's index.ts  file. This setting takes the maximum number of 

seconds which you want the transaction logs to live for. For example, if you only need to 
support clients which have connected and synced within the last week, you would set this 
setting to 604800 (60 seconds * 60 minutes * 24 hours * 7 days). If a client has synced 
within the last week, they will be unaffected by the now discarded transaction logs. 
However, clients which have not connected and synced within the last week may experience 
a client reset which will need to be handled by your application logic.

Vacuum Utility

 

Realm stores its transactions within files on the server. Over time, these files can become 
fragmented as new transactions are too large to fit into previously allocated space in the 



file. When this happens, the file allocates more free disk space for the transaction and as a 
result a small amount of space may go unused in the original file. Over time, this unused 
space can add up and be wasteful as well as decrease performance. As a result, we offer a 
"vacuum" utility in ROS version 3.6.0 and newer. This utility removes the unused space and 
effectively compacts the transaction logs and state.

Using the utility:

1. The tool is located within your working ROS directory such as:
./node_modules/realm-sync-server/compiled/{darwin-x64|linux-x64}/bin/realm-
vacuum 

2. Before running the tool, make sure to backup your server files. 
3. Stop the Realm Object Server process 
4. You can start by performing a dry run with the utility.  This will give you an estimate of 

how much space might be saved by running the utility via the terminal: 
realm-vacuum --dry-run <path-to-your-big-server-file> 

5. You can then run the utility itself like:
realm-vacuum <path-to-your-big-server-file> 

You should see an output like the following:

File:   /home/ubuntu/rosdata/sync/user_data/path/myrealm.realm1
Type:   Sync Server2
Before: beforesize bytes ( beforesize GB )3
After:  aftersize bytes ( aftersize GB4
Change: -delta% (dry run; no modifications made)5



Troubleshoot



Installation Errors

While our install script typically provides a smooth install experience, we have seen a few 
issues that can arrive depending on your operating environment. If you continue to run into 
issues after going through this guide, please contact us via our forums.

ros: Command not found.

 

ros: Command not found.  Indicates that your terminal is not able to locate our CLI. We 

find that this is most often caused by using an incompatible version of nvm 

Before running a ros  command try running: nvm use 8  in your terminal.

error: [sync] Your feature token does not allow 
synchronization

 

Starting with the release of Realm Object Server 3.5.0, a feature token is required for 
operation. Depending on when your feature token was generated, it may not be compatibly 
with the new tokening system. If you receive this error, please contact us, and we will 
generate a new token for your usage.

Not what you were looking for? Leave Feedback

https://forums.realm.io/c/rmp-feedback
https://support.realm.io/support/home
https://realm3.typeform.com/to/A4guM3


Viewing your server logs

Where can I find the server logs?

While debugging your application, you'll fine the server logs to be very useful. In 3.x 
versions, logging is enabled by default and is output to a log.txt file within the working 

directory of your ROS project. If this file is not created, you can easily enable a logger by 
editing your server's index file like so:

index.ts

import { BasicServer, FileConsoleLogger } from 'realm-object-server'1
import * as path from 'path'2

3
const server = new BasicServer()4

5
server.start({6
    .7
    .8
    logger: new FileConsoleLogger(path.join(__dirname, '../log.txt'), 'all9
                file: {10
                    timestamp: true,11
                    level: 'debug'12
                },13
                console: {14
                    level: 'info'15
                }16
            }),17
    .18
    .19
})20

How do I increase the verbosity of my server logs?

 

You can easily increase the verbosity of your server logs by editing the level property. 

When troubleshooting, we typically recommend the debug  level.



In rare situations, it may help to increase your logging as high as trace but the 

sheer volume of output can quickly consume disk space.

Levels include:

fatal 

error 

warn 

info 

detail 

debug 

trace 

Not what you were looking for? Leave Feedback

https://realm3.typeform.com/to/A4guM3


Verify Port Access

RHEL/CentOS 6

RHEL/CentOS 7

Ubuntu 16.04

Certain factors may impact external (non- localhost ) access to the Realm Object Server’s 

synchronization facility, and the Realm Dashboard. In order to enable access, it may be 
necessary to open port 9080 on your server(s).

Using the standard Linux tools, these commands will open access to the port:

sudo iptables -A INPUT -p tcp -m tcp --dport 9080 -j ACCEPT1
sudo service iptables save2

Please refer to the CentOS 6 
Documentation for more information regarding how to configure your firewall.

sudo firewall-cmd --get-active-zones1
sudo firewall-cmd --zone=public --add-port=9080/tcp --permanent2
sudo firewall-cmd --reload3

sudo ufw allow 9080/tcp1
sudo ufw reload2

https://wiki.centos.org/HowTos/Network/IPTables


If your environment does not use your distribution's standard firewall, you will have to 
modify these instructions to fit your environment.

Not what you were looking for? Leave Feedback

https://realm3.typeform.com/to/A4guM3


Operational Errors

Occasionally it can be useful for debugging purposes to check the Realm Object Server 
logs. Realm Object Server produces two specific classes of error and warning diagnostics 
that may be useful to system admins and developers.

Error Message Solution

Failed to accept a 
connection due to the file 
descriptor limit, consider 
increasing the limit in your 
system config

Increase the file descriptor limit on your machine.  
Instructions on how to do this can be found here.  In general, 
you'll want to set this well above the number of realms on 
your server (3-5x the number of realms is typically a good 
place to start).

mmap() failed: Cannot 
allocate memory

Consider increasing the amount of memory available on 
your server.  If you believe that your server has ample 
resources, please contact us.

https://www.tecmint.com/increase-set-open-file-limits-in-linux/
https://support.realm.io/


Additional Resources



Have a Question?


